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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

355 comments

Questions from readers
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a day ago
Thank you brother, thank Jehovah and his son of all his love for his creatures,
because in my opinion, he creates us again, brother. My thoughts will be with you
during this diﬀicult time.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Patricia • a day ago
An excellent initiative, Patricia




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Carl • a day ago
Exactly brother




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a day ago
the Watchtower Society is not much diﬀerent from other religions. Therefore, do not
rush to find those who will feed you, for a Christian has only one teacher - Jesus
Christ. As Christ was anointed by the Holy Spirit for the Kingdom, before the end of
the old system and began his earthly ministry, so the "saints" will begin their ministry
on earth - before the end of the Christian world order. . What we need to understand,
in ancient times, the people from whom Christ and the first “saints” came were the
people of the Jews, who were in the Old Covenant to serve Jehovah. It is clear that,
by analogy with antiquity, the last "saints" can also come only from the people of the
true God. In the first century, Jehovah used the Pharisees. To accomplish his purpose
he will end with the Watchtower, who like the Pharisees of the day dishonored
Jehovah's name. Brother Ken, “Jehovah bless you and protect you” and your family.
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 3 days ago
How can we not remember the fallen king of Babylon, who was told "you were
weighed on the scales and found insuﬀicient"? The same fate awaits all those who do
not learn to love God and the truth as Jesus Christ did. You have a deep truth in this
commentary, excellent Brother Robert.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 3 days ago
You are right, brother, I have a follow-up every year for my health, I went and my
doctor asked me, if I was vaccinated. I told him no. He replied rather curtly, "But sir,
we won't save you if you relapse. This is proof that democracy will not exist for the
very near future. I am following you, Burt, I am going to bed.
5





ViewView in discussion
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Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 3 days ago
All very brothe




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 3 days ago
Here is an example, brother, our brothers learned from the Watchtower teachers that
'Jesus came in 1914' and a er all these years, They have just accepted the lie and
continue to believe without thinking. Spiritual childhood or immaturity spiritual is
the same. Other examples: the mark of the beast, spiritual paradise, the belief that
the Watchtower will still exist a er the tribulation. Yet the Bible says control all things
well (1 Thessalonians 5:21). With Jehovah and Jesus, there are no lies Everything is:
love, justice, fidelity, peace and truth.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 4 days ago
The problem for our brethren is spiritual immaturity and Jesus simply loved the
Father, listened to him and learned from him, doing everything to please his heart.
One of the most important signs of Jesus' maturity is that he was independent of
people's opinion, that he was not a manipulator, and that it was impossible to
manipulate him. This infuriated the religious leaders of his day - Jesus did not need
them - for he who continues to eat milk does not know the word of righteousness, for
he is a little child. But solid food is for mature people, for those whose powers of
discernment are exercised, through use, to distinguish between good and evil
(Hebrews 5:13,14). Simply brother.
3





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

132 comments

Graphene injections, Elijah and the prophets of Baal
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 4 days ago
Superbe,frère
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 4 days ago
Great thoughts and nice words, Burt
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 days ago
1 John 3 .8 and not 18. Sorry bro, I'm tired, I had my six month old Grandson. Hard,
hard, hard .....
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 days ago
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Good evening Burt, doubt we all have at some point in our lives and unfortunately for
us it is a weak point directly used by the Devil and we must follow Paul's advice
(Ephesians 4:27). The culprits of the present situation (high finance and puppet
governments), Jehovah knows and for this reason he has given an appointed time to
teach us "good and bad" and as we know that time is fast approaching. These world
leaders of enlightenment, what did they do? . They help us to build a society for the
good of humanity (1 John 3:18). The goal sought by these injections is surely for a
total enslavement of our own body which does not belong to them (Romans 8: 20 to
22). as the article says "the case will be closed and the lights will go out for the
Accuser of our brothers" (Brother Robert). However, brother, The field is the world.
The good seed are the sons of the Kingdom. The weeds are the sons of the wicked
and the enemy who sowed it is the Devil. The harvest is the final period of a world,
and the reapers are angels. The weed is picked up and burned: this is what will
happen in the final period of the world. The Son of Man will send his angels, and they
will gather up and remove out of his kingdom all those who cause others to stumble
and all those who disobey the law.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 days ago
It makes perfect sense to me that this Bible passage is one of your favorites, brother,
as the scriptures tell us: Anyone who believes that Jesus is the Christ is born of God,
and anyone who loves God, the one who gave birth, loves the one who is born of him.
your faith is great, brother, Who can overcome the world? Isn't it the one who believes
that Jesus is the Son of God? . Amen, brother.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 days ago
Brother Burt, we have everything we need for free in the scriptures: For you know that
when your faith is tested this way, it produces endurance. But may he continue to ask
for it in faith, without doubting at all, for he who doubts is like a wave of the sea that
the wind raises and pushes in one direction or another. May the brother in humble
condition rejoice in being li ed up. Happy is the man who continues to endure trial,
for a er that he will be an approved man and receive the crown of life, which Jehovah
has promised to those who continue to love him. Amen, brother.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 days ago
the Transfiguration is a key element to come. Jesus is explicitly called "the morning
star" in his very last prophetic message (Revelation 22:16). Thus, having received the
sealing and the last testimony of Jesus Christ, who "is the spirit of prophecy"
(Revelation 19:10), the "remnant" of the saints, symbolized as the "two prophets" of
Revelation, will begin their last ministry. As it is recorded in chapter 11 of Revelation,
all living will face a decisive choice: either you will worship the "beast" or you will not
be able to buy or sell (Revelation 13: 16-17 ). In fact, without bowing to the "beast,"
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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everyone who is alive will be deprived even of the opportunity to eat. In such a case,
it is important to remember that even under the most diﬀicult conditions, none of the
faithful and “saints” will be forsaken of God (Ps. 37:25). The spiritual battle will
ultimately bring justice, peace, and the love of God to every righteous person. Now
and forever. And may the "Morning Light and Star" rise in your heart!
3





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

255 comments

The blasphemous beast and the name of Jehovah
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 days ago
Well answered Brother Ken, that’s faith.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 6 days ago
Thank you Burt for making us relive this beautiful childhood already distant, God
bless you.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 days ago
Our multibillion-dollar psychopaths have managed to set in place for the duration of
covid 19, fear with the obligatory injections into the earthly sphere and have
succeeded in dividing humanity. The next step is surely the major trigger of a swi
and eﬀective armed intervention to seize world power and then they will walk away
with the much awaited reset (Eighth King). The decisive competition is taking shape.
In biblical terms, And he stopped on the sand of the sea (Rev. 13.1- // Jer. 5.22.). a war
broke out in the sky. (Rev. 12.7 to 12 - // Jer. 35.22 to 25). The outer court le to the
nations (Ap.11.2 to 5 - // Ap.17.8 to11). A possibility, the future will reveal to us.
5





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

292 comments

If the evil slave starts to beat his fellow slaves
Genco Giuseppe > Patricia • 8 days ago
the way is directly indicated by the example of Christ and the testimony of Paul (1
Corinthians 13 chapter). To reach the necessary level of wisdom, but quite accessible
(James 3: 14,15).




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Gareth the Piper • 8 days ago
Absolutely, Brother Gareth
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Gareth the Piper • 9 days ago
Indeed, Gareth, a person who remains in spiritual infancy all his life behaves in much
the same way as a person with mental illness. Wisdom and discernment are not their
inherent strengths. They do not think about the deep things, they let themselves be
guided by the GB and follow the exclusive advice of the elders, they do the total
opposite of what Jehovah and Jesus teach, it is indeed a sad fact. Even the scriptures
teach everything to check and verify, they only check what their masters teach them.
They are spiritual children as you say so well, brother, I also hope to see them grow
up and finally become responsible adults.
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ireneo • 11 days ago
Hello Irenaeus, the trust of the TJs in the Board of Directors is described in several
books of the prophets and apostles, we will unfortunately not know how to change
anything, the illusion that they are in the truth has been created by the GB for more
than 'a century and they (TJ) think that it is impossible for them to be deceived by the
faithful and discreet slave. For Christ and God, the essential is not the form or the
words chosen, but it is sincerity, simplicity, impartiality and justice. the complete
absence of any hint of cunning, and at the same time a warm love and a sincere
desire to help all who respond to the truth and aspire to true justice.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 11 days ago
The truth cannot take root in the soil of an evil heart and I like to draw parallels with
our past history. Yes, deception was one of them: they were selfish, loved self-esteem
and self-elation over their own kind, loved flattery and lying. This is why they did not
recognize Jesus as the Anointed One of God. The great mistake of our ancestors was
to believe that Jesus would reign in their ways, that is, by being "above others".
Instead, Jesus proceeded to praise the Heavenly Father who does not seem to show
up in our busy lives. “What? A naïve? Or a clever fraudster?” In this way, he was almost
always persecuted when he preached in or near synagogues. As soon as he had time
to quote at least a few texts simple scriptures, the crowd got excited and wanted to
beat him (Luke 4: 16-30, etc.). Is that why history will repeat itself again. Think about
it, the GB is following this same way, does she not continue to impose her laws on the
faithful and not that of our Heavenly Father. It is a very serious reminder that today
we must think with kindness, truth and justice. To know and love not only Jesus , but
above all the Heavenly Father as they really are. It is a very serious reminder that
today we must think with kindness, truth and righteousness. To know and love not
only Jesus, but especially the Heavenly Father as he is. they really are. For this reason,
the faithful members of the people of God will be purified of the idolaters q ui
worship earthly powers and / or bad religious leadership.
2





ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on The Economic Collapse

•

635 comments

The Streets Of Major U.S. Cities Are Being Flooded With Far More
Drugs Than Ever Before
Genco Giuseppe • 8 days ago
Anarchy is fast approaching; everything democratic in the world is being destroyed by
the cunning, deceit, greed, arrogance of those who rule us under the influence of the
multinationals who rule our "puppets" manipulated against our civilization crushed
by these psychopaths in power. The tyranny is such that the whole world is in its grip
and does not even take into account the world of everyone's free spirit. We have the
proof. , by the manipulation in the world of the vaccine imposed worldwide in all
companies, religions and policies by the eﬀective term of "democracy". Since the
pandemic "covid 19"., all freedom is withdrawn in state organizations, cultural, leisure
, commercial, Christian. The next stage will surely be food shortages and logically the
civil unrest that will accompany them all over the world. Obviously our charming
"kings of the earth" know very much that the direction they are pursuing will be
achieved only if the "Modern Tower of Babel" takes shape quickly. However, this
Modern Tower of Babel will have permission to fully dominate this world for 42
months, then the Sovereign Creator of the universe with his Son and his followers will
definitively reclaim this land that has belonged to him since his creation. The cycle of
darkness ends. Better is the end of a thing than its beginning. Better to be patient
than to be haughty. Looked ! He comes with the clouds, and every eye will see him,
even those who pierced him; and all the tribes of the earth will strike their bosom
with sorrow because of him. Yes, amen.
2





4

ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

231 comments

The apostasy of the Governing Body
Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 11 days ago
Brother Carl, this Bible verse sums up everything you explain in your commentary. - 2
John 1.3 .- There will be with us undeserved kindness, mercy and peace from God the
Father and from Jesus Christ, the Son of the Father, with truth and love
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 11 days ago
Very well written, Brother Mick
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 11 days ago
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To love God and then to love each other, with their qualities and their faults..




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 12 days ago
Hi Ken, my wife had covid and narrowly escaped hospital. Many thanks to Jehovah.
A er her covid, she got scared and chose to be vaccinated. A er her vaccine, she had
minor side eﬀects and now she is feeling better and I continue to thank Jehovah.
Really, mistrust is de rigueur with this vaccine. In my prayers, brother, your family will
be included.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 12 days ago
Hello Ronb60, the collapse of the global society that we are waiting for as the launch
of the tribulation which will be cut short is probably the reset which has already been
postponed twice this year and is scheduled for the first half of next year so I guess
that its collapse will create chaos all over the world. https://www.rtbf.be/info/ec....
Now, brother, are they (globalists) ready? Only Jehovah knows it. So three possible
solutions 1. The tribulation will take place before the reset and then the rise of the
abyss of the beast with the reset and the arrival of the 8th king. 2. the tribulation
begins a er the collapse of civilization and then the rise of the beast with the 8th king
a er the collapse of civilization and the tribulation cut short. 3. Only Jehovah knows
it and we continue to wait.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 13 days ago
The updated board strategy (G B) confirms: These people have no empathy; putting
on an endlessly garish show and deliberately lying gives them pleasure - these are
their favorite ways of manipulating others; they show cruelty to animals and people,
appreciate the suﬀering of others, especially when they themselves cause this
suﬀering. vigilant readers know this very well. However, there is a special trait of
them called "myopia" - and this is the main reason. To quote the example of the
apostle Paul also identified them very clearly, writing to the brethren that "our
struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the spirits of wickedness in high
places and against rulers. darkness of this world (Ephesians 6:12). But pride itself is
the sister of myopia, the bloody and crushing pride of the idolaters of Revelation
leads to the murder of the saints and becomes the main reason for the subsequent
intervention of the Almighty: A er all, in the same scriptures, only the change in
hearts or the repentance of the criminals can alleviate the punishment. And if
Revelation is happening (including in our lifetime), the Bible and the lessons of the
past say it is not the end of mankind. Stay awake and stay human at all times!
1





ViewView in discussion
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Oh, if only the GB would mind their own business!
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 15 days ago
Thanks for reading, Kevin, the worst is yet to come.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 15 days ago
Thank you, brother, it makes me happy to hear all of this, I would desire it so much, I
have 'blood brothers' and I miss him knowing that we are diﬀerent in reasoning of
how to follow Jehovah and his son I will read this article Thank you Kevin.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 15 days ago
Given the seriousness of the current situation of his apostasy exposed, the
Watchtower society should recognize its mistakes and start afresh to honor the Name
of God. Instead of repenting, another example of false dogma. Daniel 12.9 to 13. Just
reading these scriptures, the angel told Daniel that he had to rest because this vision
is for the end time and for the Watchtower, the book of Daniel is already sealed. A er
all, if you ask such people to explain in detail how exactly Daniel's prophecies "came
true," all their explanations and interpretations will prove to be untenable. For they
will certainly contradict certain details of the prophetic context. Hence it also
becomes clear that these do not understand Daniel's prophecies of the last kings of
the north and south. How good you are, O woman, at seeking love! You have learned
the tricks of wickedness. You even have the hem of your dress stained with the blood
of poor and innocent people. Yet I didn’t catch these people breaking into your house.
Their blood covers the hem of your dress. - Jeremiah 2.33,34 1





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

165 comments

The Second Coming of Christ – What Will It Mean for You?
Genco Giuseppe • 15 days ago
For an understanding of the words of the apostle (2 Peter 1.19 to 21). The very
construction of the sentence on the upcoming ascension of this "star" clearly
indicates that in Peter's time, this "star" had not yet risen. And this is why Peter called
"the surest word of prophecy" - a temporary lamp.
In saying that those who have accepted Christ receive his "morning star" (GB) already
today, such people are mistaken or are deliberately cunning, for Christ directly named
the time of reception of "the morning star" ". And to the overcomer, to the one who
conforms to my deeds to the end, I will give power over the nations and he will lead
them with an iron staﬀ, so that they will be broken like vessels of clay - this power , I
myself received it from my Father. And I'll give him the Morning Star as well. Let him
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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who has ears listen to what the spirit says in the assemblies. " - Revelation 2: 26-29 this simple reading contradicts the Watchtower on the coming of Christ in 1914. The
purer the heart, the more this understanding grows (Revelation 22: 10-11)




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 21 days ago
Great articles and always on the agenda, thank you Robert.
2





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

273 comments

The Watchtower conspiracy against Jehovah
Genco Giuseppe • 21 days ago
"Throughout the history of mankind, the might of world powers has been
accompanied by plundering of weak peoples, wars, violence, extraordinary smugness
and arrogance. It is not It is no coincidence that the Bible repeatedly describes how
the Almighty humbled such powers, and it is not for nothing that the Bible compares
them to wild and ferocious beasts. And just as Jehovah has shamed the rulers
powerful of the day (Amos 2: 1-16), so too the last "king of the south" must lose
absolute leadership in favor of his small but very cunning competitor - the king of the
north. its opponent - until the "Eighth King" is overthrown and followed by the
fulfillment of the Kingdom of God ". Little children, beware of Idols. 1 John 5:21. Do
not put your trust in princes, nor in a son of a man, who is incapable of saving. Psalm
146.3.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 22 days ago
Honestly, these Bible verses are addressed to which people? . How can an honest and
faithful Christian understand this.
And Jehovah spoke to me again. He said to me, “Son of man, tell him, 'You are an
earth which will not be cleansed and which will not receive rain in the day of
indignation. Your prophets have conspired with you, like a roaring lion tearing prey.
They devour people. They steal treasures and precious things. They have made many
widows in your house. Your priests have broken my law and they continue to
desecrate my holy places. They do not distinguish between what is holy and what is
ordinary, they do not make known the diﬀerence between what is unclean and what
is pure, they refuse to keep my Sabbaths, and I am profaned in them. Your princes at
home are like wolves tearing prey; they spill blood and kill people for dishonest
profits. And your prophets have covered their acts with a white coating. They see false
visions and they utter false omens; they say, "This is what the Sovereign Lord
Jehovah says," while Jehovah has not spoken.
1





ViewView in discussion
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 23 days ago
Sorry, brother, I forgot to translate




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 23 days ago
La Tour de Garde est devenue un gouvernement des ténèbres d'où la fureur de
Jéhovah très proche , bien triste .Par ces mensonges de milliers de T.J. vont chuter et
d’autres par ignorance des écritures vont suivre, ils ont perdu la liberté spirituelle
suite aux bergers tyranniques qui les dominent , bien triste. Prions pour que l’amour
de Jéhovah et son fils continue de grandir en nous et Prions pour tous les fidèles
croyants du monde perdu dans cette terre devenue maléfique par ceux qui la dirige.
Voyez ! Jéhovah arrive de loin, brûlant de colère, entouré d’épais nuages. Ses lèvres
débordent d’indignation, et sa langue est comme un feu dévorant.
1





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman
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161 comments

Your hands are filled with blood
Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 22 days ago
Seriously, Mick, my thought is that all religions in the world are going to be attacked
and destroyed by this vaccine which will be mandatory in the future and they
“current owners of the planet * will bring out a new“ image of the beast ”for us. Your
kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven.
1





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

253 comments

Vaccinations and the end of the world
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 23 days ago
Superb Writing, Kevin, good luck for these diﬀicult times Listen, you kings! Listen up,
you leaders! I will sing for Jehovah. I will sing praises to Jehovah the God of Israel.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 24 days ago
Kevin, which is certain in the Bible, the Mark of the beast will only take place during
the period when the saints represent Jehovah in the arena and as you explain,
Jehovah gives a red line that Satan must not cross . For this vaccine story, courage
brother, we have prayers and repentance. What scares me about this Vax is that it
becomes compulsory in the whole world and that there is no revolt in the world, it
does not seem logical to me or it is a preparation of the saints for the sealing, at the
time of the coming of Jesus, or a diversion for the initiation of the tribulation (may be
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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the reset). At the moment, I have already refused twice and as I wrote in a comment, I
hope that the tribulation will begin before the worldwide obligation of the Vax, even
though the tribulation will be something very serious, dramatic, horrible. May your
kingdom come, courage Kevin.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • a month ago
Excellent, Kevin




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • a month ago
Sorry, Robert, for responding late, I agree with you that this vaccine is going to play
an important role in the very near future. This vaccine is just one more opportunity
for the globalists to achieve their goals, but I have only given my opinion and I could
be wrong, who are we to say that we are right or wrong. Personally, I defend caution
with this "Jab" to all those around me, but free choice is essential for our spiritual
freedom. Honestly, brother, I think as you say it will happen soon, you have always
taught us that the weapons will be used, this is perhaps the result of the compulsory
vaccine. Thank you, for all the learning this site has revealed to me and all the
awakened commentators.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • a month ago
This is a possibility, Robert, but caution is required because during the American
elections, we were very quickly to believe that the king of the North was going to
overwhelm the King of the South, even by rigging the elections and the passage by
force of Biden. , nothing really happened except the fake attack on the White House.
My thought is that we are being tested all over the world as the encirclement of the
Romans before the decisive attack of 70 BC. Here it is about the whole world, not
about a temple and a city. Let us wait for events yet to take place, keep our faith in
Jehovah, and wait patiently for our king. The only certainty is that Jehovah's purpose
will be fulfilled.




ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

273 comments

The Watchtower conspiracy against Jehovah
Genco Giuseppe • 24 days ago
Every Jehovah's Witness must understand this, the Bible tells us: the end of a work is
better than its beginning (Ecclesiastes 7: 8). Everything depends on the maturity, the
sincerity of the reader as well as his perseverance and his desire to understand
everything honestly. Such sincerity and perseverance always helps to "mature"
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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quickly and to learn to distinguish truth from lies at a glance. All knowledge should be
verified and analyzed by every sane person and Christian. Every Christian should seek
guidance in the example and teachings of Christ, in the scriptures, and act in a
Christian conscience and to the best of their understanding. The apostle Paul said
simply and clearly: “Let each one continue to act according to his convictions
(Romans 4: 5). Why a person can leave a congregation may be much more important
to God than the very fact of leaving the congregation. biblical examples: Diotrephes (3
John 9.10 - Acts 20.29,30). There is no one-size-fits-all rule and each situation requires
a separate personal decision and thinking. Chapter 34 of the book of Ezekiel,
although the words are addressed to the “shepherds of Israel,” the described
scattering of the “sheep” occurs in the future - during Jehovah's Day and as a result of
His wrath against the shepherds (Ezekiel 34: 10-12, Zephaniah 1:15). Take the trouble
to read the entire chapter. In Ezekiel 34: 11-13, God himself declares that he will
personally and independently seek his sheep during Jehovah's day. Therefore, the
sheep's attention should have been directed only to Jehovah, and not to "impractical
instructions," nor to the "illogical" and "strategically unjustified" leadership of the
organization.
4





ViewView in discussion
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103 comments

The King of the North Will Storm
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 24 days ago
Brother, I have already received two letters for the "Jab", I am waiting for the third or
two billion people as the scriptures tell us.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 25 days ago
Brother Ken, we feel the coming of Christ and these dark people know their judgment
is near.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Lanister • 25 days ago
Hello Lanister, "Now is a judgment of this world; now the ruler of this world will be
cast out." The judgment has not yet taken place, this judgment will come a er the
return of Jesus when the 144,000 will be reached i.e. the rest of the Saints will finish
the preaching of the Good News throughout the world. Revelation 11 for a better
understanding The head of this world is still not cast from heaven, the Archangel
Michael (Jesus) deals with it in chapter 12 of Revelation and the similarity in chapter
12 of Daniel. This commentary is of course only a summary but prayer to Jehovah and
his son is essential for a greater understanding, ask and you will receive,
4
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Discussion on The American Dream

•

160 comments

Emperor Biden Is Never Going To Back Down – And So We Must
Demand That Red States Start Taking Their Power Back
Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 25 days ago
Hugues Oltramare translation
• 1874 - Royalty free how can you say to him whom the Father consecrated and sent
into the world, “you blaspheme,” because I said, “I am the Son of God?” (John 10:36).
King James translation
• 1611 - French translation, Bible des réformateurs 2006 Do you think of him whom
the Father sanctified and sent into the world, You blaspheme; because I said, I AM the
Son of God? (John 10:36). Chouraqui Bible
© 1977 - Editions Desclée de Brouwer how then can you say to him whom the father
consecrated and sent to the universe: 'You are a blasphemer', because I said: 'I am
Ben Elohîms'? (John 10:36)




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 25 days ago
With his father




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 25 days ago
Hello Comgruder, The one who made the constellation Kima and the constellation
Kessil, the one who transforms the black shadow into morning light, the one who
makes the day as dark as the night, the one who summons the waters of the sea for
them. pour out on the face of the earth - his name is Jehovah. He will bring
destruction on the strongman, He will bring destruction on the fortresses. Take care
of your family and those around you.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a month ago
Let’s wait and see what happens next as the lawless man is unveiled and we know
what follows apostasy. Thank you for your encouragement, brother Ken
1
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Your hands are filled with blood
Genco Giuseppe > Rea TurRee • a month ago
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Absolutely, Sister Rea, this day will be dreadful, this is sad because it suﬀices just
repentance and recognize him as one God. I have asked Jehovah for one thing, and
this is what I will seek: to dwell in Jehovah's house all the days of my life, to behold
Jehovah's charm and to gaze in admiration at his temple. Psalms 27.4.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • a month ago
Now that the man opposed to the law has been revealed, just as in the days of the
temple of Jerusalem, because of their apostasy, the ancient people of God had been
given under the sword of the executor of the will of God - the Babylonian king
Nebuchadnezzar, in accordance with the prophecy of Jeremiah, 15.1,2. It is no
coincidence that this dreadful warning is found in chapter 13 of the book of
Revelation where it is described that a terrible beast of government (prophecy of
Daniel, this "beast" is described as the last "king from the north. ”It should be noted
that he is described as someone who“ does not think of the gods of his fathers ... and
does not even respect any deity; for he will exalt himself above all. Daniel 11 : 37).
This cunning and fierce king will attack the people of God and will not worship any of
the religions that exist today. Chances are, events are brewing that will change the
face of this dying world ....
3
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Genco Giuseppe > Leonard k • a month ago
Psalm 37. 10 is my favorite
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • a month ago
Thank you Robert for this further study
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • a month ago
Here is a topical biblical answer. A er the obvious unveiling of the ongoing apostasy
at the level of the Christian congregation and to the whole world, by the imposition of
the vaccine, it seems correct that the judgment of God begins with his own house
(1Pi.4.17). in Ezekiel, this judgment begins "from the sanctuary" (Ezekiel 9: 6).
Furthermore, the prophet writes that this judgment aﬀects precisely the “remnant of
Israel” (Ezekiel 9: 8), which takes us directly to the period before the coming of Christ.
Finally, Ezekiel prophesied about this in Babylon, which also indirectly indicates that
his prophecies did not relate to ancient Israel and have not yet come true. Therefore,
they refer only to the “time of the end”. As you can see, the prophet also confirms that
before God's intervention, “Jerusalem” will be filled with the wicked and their
iniquities. However, there will also be symbolic "ears of wheat" that mourn anarchy.
And of course, the righteous God will not forget such servants, but will lead them to
the hour of his vengeance, rewarding their faithfulness; they will be guided by God in
time and will be saved. Therefore, don't worry about the members of the
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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organization, let God take care of it. And He will never let His devotees down, even if
they still don't understand something.
10
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20 years later…
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • a month ago
keep this faith in Jehovah, amen brother
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • a month ago
In connection with your second attack which started since the start of the Covid, Burt,
in one of my old comments, the "Elites" meeting on the reset which was postponed
for the first time in fi y years of its existence and it will take place in the first half of
2022 (maybe), the current events are going in the sense that they are not ready yet
and I agree with you, we are moving more and more and faster and faster on this
"great war" which had frightened Daniel at the time of Nebuchadnezzar. May this
Robert site be preserved by Jehovah until the last moment. Indeed, horrible and
atrocious events are looming before us before the arrival of our king and his sons.
May God bless and protect all of his faithful.
5
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The day of your reckoning will come
Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • a month ago
Glad to read you, Mick, take good care of yourself and pray to Jehovah with all your
heart and strength
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • a month ago
J’ai la même blague que Burt ,votre article est grisé et je ne sais même pas vous
envoyer en mail




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • a month ago
Hello Burt, one can understand why the Bible tells us "many are called and few are
chosen" is sadly a sad fact.
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Genco Giuseppe • a month ago
The Watchtower used this verse 5 of chapter 4 correctly. "Never allow mere humans
to say or make you ashamed of being one of Jehovah's Witnesses. (Mic. 4: 5) Consider
the example set by the apostles in Jerusalem immediately a er the Jesus' death.
They knew how much the Jewish religious leaders hated them. " Now take the time to
read the rest of the chapter and your eyes will open to how the Watchtower
leadership is acting. Excellent article, Robert, to recommend
7
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You are living in the midst of deception
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 2 months ago
Glad to read your comments, Burt, take good care of yourself
1
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“It’s A Biblical Catastrophe” – Are The Cataclysmic Fires All Over
The World A Preview Of What Is Coming?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 2 months ago
Daniel 11.36 , ça arrive
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488 comments

What Will This New Wave Of Lockdowns Do To The Global
Economy?
Genco Giuseppe > GSOB • 3 months ago
And do not let yourself be molded by this world, but transform yourself by renewing
your way of thinking, so that you can personally verify what God's will is: what is
good, what is appropriate, what is perfect.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > GSOB • 3 months ago
Hello GSOB, thank you for the bible verses, but know that as the bible verse
(Revelation 12.12) proves, the sky is still not purified and the devil will be in great fury
when he is thrown to the earth as the 'expresses this verse. Of course as the verse
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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explains (Hebrews 10:37) his coming is still pending. So therefore, the fulfillment did
not come true in the first century, God bless you and guide you with wisdom, ask and
you will receive. Psalm 25.9.




1

ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 3 months ago
Hello Ken, the further we go in the years of Covid, the more we realize the grip of
governments over all populations of the world is growing in an authoritarian and
dictatorial manner. Satan knows very well that those days are numbered at the time
of the coming out of the shortened tribulation. Is he already in action to prepare for
the attack of the nations and the faithful just as the Romans at the time before
destroying Jerusalem had already made a ri in the wall of the temple before the
final intervention. The "big reset" is on its way, the time is very near. Brother, one
more reason to praise and pray to Jehovah and his son.




1
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14 Astonishing Facts About The Blistering Heatwave That Is
Absolutely Frying The Northwest Right Now
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 3 months ago
excellent thinking, ken
1
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The hour of test coming upon the world
Genco Giuseppe • 4 months ago
The scriptures through Daniel foretold us the arrival of this period (Daniel 12.6,7). The
agreement of the Kingdom of Jesus Christ will be fulfilled a er the death of the rest of
the Saints in this final trial (Isaiah 6.10 to 13, 1 King 19.14 to 18, Romans 11.1 to 5).
Love Jehovah, all of you who are loyal to him! Jehovah protects the faithful, but he
severely rewards all who show pride (Psalm 31.23)
1
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The lawless one’s presence is by the operation of Satan
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 4 months ago
Thanks for thinking about this question, Burt




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 4 months ago
Possible David, if I understand your reflection correctly, the Anglo-Saxon part will be
present during the final part with the King of the North as eighth king but I think it is
too early to think about it, apostasy first, it is already on its way, then or at the same
time the collapse of society and the great tribulation cut short, Robert has already
done some articles on the city of London, we are talking about the City of London and
not the country. The puzzle ends, we'll see .... .?
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ian Worsley • 4 months ago
Hello Ian, we are living in a very delicate time and in reality only Jehovah knows when
his day will begin, not even his Son, Jesus asked us to discern the scriptures and in
particular the book of Daniel which is very related to Revelation. In short, we will have
a great tribulation which will be shortened by the speed and the great violence of the
current weapons. The scriptures reveal to us that an opposition of the people of the
nations represented by a future eighth king against the people of God which will last
42 months (Revelation 11.2,3). A er the death of the Saints of the Supreme during
this final period will come Armageddon with the kingdom of God on earth as it is in
heaven. On this site of our brother Robert, there are a lot of articles to deepen the
question you asked me.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
Thus, having told the parable of the “wheat and the tares”, Jesus compared himself to
a “master of the house”. He also stated that "the tares" are the "wicked" who grow in
the midst of the "wheat" until the harvest. Hence at the second coming of Christ, the
sealing of the saints will signify their obvious manifestation and will come. a er that,
the end of the power of the “devil” over this world. The fact that a “lawless man” will
“pretend to be God” means that he will pass all of his own messages and actions like
God. that he said and did supposedly comes from God, and the fact that "the man of
lawlessness" takes the place of God directly implies that he himself becomes an idol
to all who recognize his authority. these men are false apostles, individuals who
deceive others and disguise themselves as apostles of Christ. And no wonder this, for
Satan himself disguises himself as an angel of light all the time. So it is not
extraordinary if his servants also disguise themselves all the time as servants of
righteousness. they will receive the end they deserve, according to their works.
However, God knows His own. Determined to write his law on the hearts of his loyal
servants, Jehovah has assuredly hid them from all hold.
1
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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

21 comments

The coming flood of Jehovah’s indignation
Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
The apostasy must come first (2Thessalonians 2, 3 - 2 Peter 2.2 - Acts 20.29 - 2 Peter
2.19). This health crisis is a successful manipulation on the part of the leaders of this
world. The 1914 hoax is nothing compared to the world subjugation of the
populations.Our period strangely resembles the night of our king's arrest, all the
faithful fled in fear and fear, this is the stage where we arrived, the rest is looming .....
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Why I am a “conspiracy theorist”
Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 5 months ago
A similarity to the early congregation, the antichrist "- John 2:18 - was part of the
congregation of Christ, Brother Carl, when the" time of the end "is over, The seventh
angel sounded his trumpet. And there is had loud voices in heaven saying, "The
kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will
reign forever."
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
The serpent was the most careful of all the wild animals that Jehovah God had made.
He asked the woman, "Did God really say that you should not eat fruit from all the
trees in the garden?" The woman answered the serpent, "We can eat fruit from the
trees in the garden." But regarding the fruit of the tree that is in the middle of the
garden, God said, “You must not eat it, no, you must not touch it or you will die.”
However, the serpent said to the woman: "You absolutely will not die." For God knows
that the very day you eat it your eyes will be opened and you will be like God: you will
know good and evil. Jehovah God then said to the woman, 'What have you done? The
woman replied, "The serpent deceived me, and I ate. The wicked are corrupt from
birth; they have been rebels, liars since they were born. The continuation with
chapter 5 of Romans.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
It is obvious that the "conspiracy theory" has existed since Satan's first lie on his walk
in the Garden of Eden. In this way, the rebellious angel used Eve's mind to make her
believe that Jehovah was a liar. By creating doubt in the mind of the inexperienced
woman and leading her into error. Sin and death entered the world.
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When those taking the lead no longer take the lead
Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
A reflection on the pandemic used in the world by the "Financial Beast". This financial
Beast has achieved through its opposition to Christ a breach since Covid 19, this
breach will allow a good part of the world to distance itself from our faith and this
powerful evil earthly organization. This powerful financial machine will reach heights
never reached since "times past", as the scriptures explain to us with the two-horned
ram who later became "the eighth king". The final assault will begin with the
withdrawal of the "regular sacrifice" as the scriptures explain to us in Daniel 11:31,36.
Armies sent by him will arise; the sanctuary and the fortress will be desecrated, and
the regular sacrifice will be taken away. "And the loathsome thing that causes
devastation will be put in place. "The king will do what he wants, he will be filled with
pride and will rise above all gods; and against the God of gods he will say amazing
things. He will be successful in everything until the indignation is over; for what is
decided must happen.
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You tolerate that woman Jezebel
Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
To obtain the inheritance of the Kingdom of Christ and of God, our submission must
be complete. Our robe must be white. The works of the flesh are they really aﬀected;
immoral sexual acts, impurity, unworthy and brazen conduct. The scriptures testify
that greed, idolatry, insultor, drunkard or thief are not part of the Father and the Son.
The sins of our present day have reached the top of the mountain. Without
repentance, our issue will be like Jeroboam Son of Nebat.
2
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Are we really in serious danger of being misled by Satan?
Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
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Satan is a forger who forgeries all that is divine, God has children and the devil has his
children. Jehovah has his own seed and so does the devil. The children of God are
legitimate, those of Satan are illegitimate. They are mâtinés, both literally and
figuratively.
The seed of God is Jesus. That of Satan is mentioned in the Bible and bears various
titles such as the "man of sin", the "wicked", the "son of perdition", the "Beast" or
"False christ". But for obvious reasons, the title that best fits the skin of this
individual is that of “Antichrist.” The time of his coming is fast approaching. It is
therefore high time to take an interest in this individual in order to find out who the
world will be dealing with in the very near future.
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How long will you judge with injustice?
Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 5 months ago
the translation from english to french is confusing at times, hope I understood your
comment correctly, David, The problem with the elders of the congregation is that
they themselves are not free to think and have to assimilate the material that the
council administration imposes on them. Then a loyal JW must think like the elder
told you, no more, no less. it’s all this diﬀerence that I find on this site that makes you
become free to think like Jehovah and his son and it makes you grow in faith, love
and righteousness. However, David, I appreciate the JWs because without their good
will and tenacity, I would never have known the way to love the Father and the Son.
another important reason is that we cannot "go further than what the bible reveals"
on the other hand the Watchtower made the bible "His way of thinking", in this way
they sank into the thick darkness and are separated from the Paole of God, because
of their ego, they no longer know how to come back to reality.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
They have grown fat and their skin is smooth. They are brimming with wickedness. To
ensure their prosperity, they do not plead the trial of the fatherless orphan and they
deprive the poor of justice. " ". If, then, you have matters of this life to be judged, why
do you choose as judges those men who are despised by the congregation? When the
foundations of righteousness are broken down, what can the righteous do? The
country staggers like a drunken man, it swings like a cabin in the wind. His
transgression weighs heavily on him; he will fall and never get up again. “A uproar will
ring out to the ends of the earth, for Jehovah has a strife with the nations. Yes, he
himself will make a judgment concerning all humans. And he will deliver the wicked
to the sword, ”declares Jehovah.
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Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 5 months ago
"Knowing that most of those who die are better oﬀ allows me to let go. They fall
asleep while the world is on fire, only to wake up in Heaven with an incredible
feeling." Hello Brother Carl, this is a new way to love your neighbor. It is the advantage
of knowing knowing Jehovah and his son. Be blessed, brother.
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
The earthly organization likes to show oﬀ at the expense of their loyal and purposeful
followers. Contrary to the command of Jesus Christ, teachers carefully repeat all their
preaching speeches, not forgetting to scheming with their legal services to defend
them in court. As a result, the Sons are "free" and will abide forever in the Father's
house, it will never be sad, dreary or painful. Because it is filled with love that never
fails. And the Father's love is the most important thing any earthly servant of God
should have understood. This is the quality required so that the door is not closed to
the Kingdom of love and eternal life. Quality in every sense of the word. Such blatant
watchtower disobedience can be a fulfilled prophecy. Can we call it preaching guided
by the Holy Spirit, obviously the answer can only be no. Because for those who do not
practice mercy, judgment is without mercy. Mercy triumphs over judgment (James
2:13).
4
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A lying vision and worthless divination
Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
Let no one deceive you with empty words, for it is for these things that the wrath of
God comes upon the children of disobedience. For there will be no more false views
or flattering predictions among the people of Israel. Being rebellious is as serious as
committing the sin of divination, and being pretentious is as serious as resorting to
magical powers or idolatry. Because you have rejected his word, Jehovah is rejecting
you and you will no longer be king. So this is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah says: ‘“
Because you have made deceptive statements and your visions are false, I will act
against you, ”declares the Sovereign Lord Jehovah. Nehemiah said to them, “Go, eat
good things and drink sweet drinks, and give portions of food to those who have
nothing ready, for this day is holy to our Lord. And do not be sad, for the joy that
comes from Jehovah is your stronghold. ". Many will be purified, whitened, and
refined. The wicked will do wickedly, and no wicked will understand; but the
discerning will understand. And the inhabitants of the earth will rejoice in their death
and celebrate, and they will send each other gi s, because these two prophets
tormented them. A er the three and a half days, life force from God entered them,
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and they stood up, and great fear gripped those who saw them. May your kingdom
come. May your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
Worthless gods will disappear forever (Isaiah 2:18). there is no room for the devil. The
latter, if it is considered, then as a forced phenomenon, is temporarily authorized by
God. In short, we know that from the scriptures when he fell from heaven (Revelation
12:12), the enemy will know that he will only have 3.5 prophetic years or 1260 days
le . Therefore, he will be "in a great rage", for it seems that he will no longer be able
to repent. For us, according to this verse of the above revelation, the fact is important
to know that the adversaries of God have some understanding of prophecy.
Obviously, they understand this, otherwise attempts to kill Christ when he was still
young would not have been made. It didn't work with Christ, the next step is the goal
of destroying the Saints from above in this final struggle. For this reason, Robert ends
his commentary with: "So with the horses of Revelation roaring at the gate, the
inevitable outbreak of world war, food shortages, pestilence and great earthquakes,
the sun will set on the Watchtower. The diviners will not be able to turn it. The spell
will be broken. "Prophet class" will be over ". The appearance of the Horsemen of
Revelation in the near future will be the great tribulation cut short before this eighth
king to come. For the vision is still for its appointed time, but it is running towards its
realization, and it will not lie. Even if she's late, keep waiting! Because it will happen
without fail. She won't be late! (Habakkuk 2.3)
1
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Let no one lead you astray
Genco Giuseppe > Gareth the Piper • 5 months ago
Gareth, there are not 2 solutions to being a Christian, there is only one, it is to know
Jehovah and his son, the people of God is this one, do not doubt. You live in the midst
of deception. Because of their deception, they refused to know me, ”says Jehovah.
However, we know that the Son of God came and gave us insight so that we may
come to know the one who is true. And we are in union with him who is truthful,
through his Son Jesus Christ. He is the true God and eternal life
3
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Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
Let no one lead you astray, the apostle Paul warns us, and yet the coming of Christ
will still be unexpected for the world, it is easy to understand this from the example of
the same Jehovah's Witnesses. Many of them have settled comfortably in their
religion, believe in their unconditional "organizational salvation", blindly listen to
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their teachers, they cannot recognize their lies and believe them without thinking.
Acquiring a false opinion, many place their unbiblical thoughts above what is written,
thus opposing God and elevating their religion and themselves to the rank of idols.
This is idolatry and opposition to what is clearly written will lead to the fact that even
during the fulfillment of “Gentile times” many will not understand what is happening
(1 Samuel 15:23).
1
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I will contend further with you
Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 5 months ago
It is very diﬀicult, Brother Carl, to recognize that the great tribulation has already
started, we must not fall into the same trap as the Watchtower in the past, but we can
assume that the covid event has changed the face of the world. The countries of the
Nations are beginning to show their dissatisfaction with the restriction of the rights of
human freedoms. The withdrawal of the Romans at the time can be assimilated to
our current unstable period, that is to say that the Romans le in August 66 and the
people could flee before the attack on the temple in 70 and, we, we have this covid 19
which gradually forces people to be vaccinated and tests us to recognize them as
superior to God with the world he wants to create in the future (42 months). The King
of the North has already demonstrated his arrogance through the elections but he did
not overwhelm the King of the South, they still rule together for the moment.Also
brother, Satan is surely not being thrown from heaven, we would already have the
war on earth because Satan will be in great rage because he knows that he has very
little time le . This comment is only a personal opinion, Brother Carl, let's keep
checking all things and taking what is good. May God bless you and strengthen your
faith.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 5 months ago
Totally agree with you David, let us continue to grow in our faith, it will help us to
remain faithful until the end.
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Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 5 months ago
Hello David, thank you for this comment, I am "e-watchman since the end of 201415", this site gradually brought me to know Jehovah and his son in a diﬀerent way
from the Watchtower, ie with a greater openness of mind and eyes wide open and I
thank all the commentators who allow us to evolve together towards the light or the
truth as our brothers JW like to say, it is not by chance that you are on this site, let us
continue to grow in justice, faith and love of neighbor. God bless you David.
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Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
For Christ is the end of the Law (Moses), so that all who exercise faith may have
righteousness "The man who practices these things will live because of them".
Beloved Ones, while I was determined to write to you about the salvation that is
common to us, I felt it necessary to write to you instead to encourage you to wage a
hard fight for the faith which has been transmitted to the Saints one day. once and for
all. You too, like living stones, serve to build a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood,
in order to oﬀer through Jesus Christ spiritual sacrifices that God can accept.
Therefore, holy brethren, participants in the heavenly call, fix your thoughts on the
one we recognize as apostle and high priest: Jesus. Yes, if anyone wants to harm
them, this is how he must be killed. These two witnesses have the power to shut the
sky so that it does not rain during the days that they prophesy, and they have the
power to turn the waters into blood and to strike the earth with all kinds of plagues,
as o en as they are. they want it. When they have finished bearing their testimony,
the wild beast that ascends from the bottomless pit will make war against them,
overcome them and kill them, And their corpses will be in the main street of the great
city which is called in a spiritual sense Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord also was
tied to the stake. Unlike the worldwide teaching of Christendom, the teaching of
Jesus shi ed the primary emphasis not to commandment, but to absolute trust in
our Heavenly Father and selfless love for God and neighbor (Matthew 22 : 36-40). The
meaning of worshiping those who keep his teachings was not the thoughtless
fulfillment of many laws and rules, but the personal knowledge of a loving God and
the improvement of his personality in his image and likeness (see John 17: 3).
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 5 months ago
The test time is entirely ignored by our JWs for the simple reason that this time was
used by the Watchtower in 1919. https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d... ? q = 42 + months & p
= par. In several articles, Robert has informed us. Brother, this site is a blessing for us,
we can thank Jehovah and his faithful who have been teaching us for several
decades.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 months ago
there is no problem, Bro.Burt, i didn’t take your answer badly
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 5 months ago
It sounds a lot like preparation for war, it is obvious that a little spark will spark these
psychopaths' dream.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 months ago
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OK, alright, Burt




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
First, the main goal of Old Testament worship was our anointed King, Jesus Christ
(Mark 15: 37-39). Concretely the second objective is to raise a people of saints who
will have to reign with Christ. Christ come, has this goal been achieved? Of course not
. As a result, the old system of worship tragically came to an end, then in the New
Testament era Christianity began with the spread of the holy spirit on the day of
Pentecost. Honestly, can we say that the Watchtower has achieved the main objective
of gathering all the elect of the Most High in his earthly organization and that they
already have pure worship, that they have recognized the mark of the beast since
1922, that they have not had any immoral sexual behavior (UN - Pedophilia - Sale of
congregations), that they recognize that the resurrection of the elect has already
taken place and that they do not know how to determine how many Saints will be
present during the 42 month of the disgusting thing set up in the holy place (2 Peter
2.1). Let us remain objective, just as in the days of the end of the old Jewish system,
when the anointed king, Jesus, will appear, so before the end of this world, the saints
of the Most High must appear. These saints will deliver the final Kingdom preaching
message. This will be the final worldwide preaching of this Christian system.
3
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22 comments

When dedication to God is regarded as nothing
Genco Giuseppe > Leonard k • 5 months ago
My comment is very harsh, but it is drawn largely from Bible verses, primarily aimed
at teachers and the board for their deceptions on faithful believers. Sister, I wish with
all my heart, as you say in your commentary, that "Jehovah will handle". We can be
sure of that.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
An obvious similarity to the Watchtower, Gamaliel had correctly predicted: Therefore,
under the present circumstances, I say to you: Do not worry about these men; leave
them. For if this enterprise or this work comes from men, it will be overthrown; One
comes to wonder how much longer God will hold back from carrying out his threat to
vomit this Laodician thing out of his mouth (Revelation 3.16.17). In the house of those
who love him, Christ still receives wounds And if someone asks them: “What are these
wounds between your shoulders?”, They will answer: “These are wounds that were
done to me in the house of my friends (Zechariah 13.6). Would this then be swan song
for this organization?
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Get Ready For The Most Painful Inflation Since The Jimmy Carter
Years Of The 1970s
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
an obvious reality this article, agree with you brother Ken




1
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A New Study That Was Just Released Could Fundamentally
Change The Way That We View This Pandemic
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
A real step in the future




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
God bless you, Bro. Ken, for your dedication and faith in Jehovah
2
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Richard Dawkins’ God Delusion
Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 5 months ago
Béni est l’homme qui fait confiance à Jéhovah et qui place son espérance en Jéhovah.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
According to our hope and our faith, Brother Ken, we know that Jehovah and his son
will not forsake us, few realize that his day is fast approaching and these "selfish
elitists" as you specify do not know Jehovah, they will have to be accountable as the
prophets and especially Ezekiel announced it. We can compare them to "Shepherds".
Here is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah says: “I will take action against the
shepherds and hold them to account for their treatment of my sheep. I will no longer
ask them to feed my sheep, and these shepherds will no longer be able to feed
themselves. I will deliver my sheep out of their mouths, and they will no longer feed
them (Ezekiel 34:10).
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Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
Where did we come from?
The debate over human origins has intensified, hitting the mainstream media like a
tsunami. The debate is really about God and whether or not our origins are
explainable without him.
Atheists like Richard Dawkins are trying to prove that science and belief in God are
incompatible. But are they right? https://www.y-origins.com/i...
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 5 months ago
Thank you Kevin, for this video with French subtitles, a very beautiful documentary, it
is quite rare for me to watch videos because of my hearing problems. thanks again.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 5 months ago
Always nice to read from you, Bro. Burt
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 5 months ago
In his book "To End God": In a frontal attack on religion and the barbarism it
engenders, Richard Dawkins denounces "the illusion of God". He believes that the
hypothesis of God should be analyzed with the same rational tools and the same
skepticism as any other. He therefore endeavors to demonstrate the "extremely low
probability of its existence". But you must not eat fruit from the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil. Because the day you eat it, you will surely die. "For God knows that
the very day you eat of it your eyes will be opened and you will be like God: you will
know good and evil. But solid food is for mature people, for those whose powers of
discernment are exercised, through use, to distinguish between good and evil. He
made everything beautiful at the right time. He even put eternity in the hearts of
humans; yet they will never discover the work of the true God from start to finish. The
thoughts of the human heart are like deep waters, but the discerning person raises
them to the surface. And this is the testimony: God has given us eternal life, and this
life is in his Son. What will be your choice ?
5
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Tens Of Millions Of “Working Poor” Americans Are Su ering Very
Deeply Due To Biden’s Economic Policies
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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Absolutely ok, ken
1
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The end is near
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 5 months ago
A very sad reality, brother.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Virtually all of the activities of true disciples of Christ and worshipers of Jehovah are
devoted to witnessing work. The word of God asks us to control and verify all things
and especially to retain only what is excellent. Give those who fear you a signal to flee
and dodge the arrows, this Psalm deserves special attention, the Watchtower should
think about it. Clearly, the 1914 illusion will do devastating damage. Returning to the
present day, the possibility of war is inevitable. The King of the North and the South
who have shared world power for this past millennium is coming to an end and iron
will definitely take over the clay feet. The coming to power of the Eighth King (King of
the North) will change the Face of this world, the remaining seven thousand faithful
will act in love, strength, power, honor, wisdom, glory and blessings will set us free. of
this last king.
1
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Their fear of me is based on commands of men
Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Of course, you have heard of my old conduct in Judaism how intensely I persecuted
and devastated the assembly of God (Galatians 1.13). Christ can inspire any Christian
to become for a period of time the person who will help his neighbors draw near to
God by providing timely “food” from the Bible. And it will be a manifestation of the
Spirit, not of a person. We can in no way know who, where and when he decides on
such a role. Yes, we don't need to know that, otherwise we will become admirers of
people, or more precisely, we will become idolaters. The only thing we can and must
do is carefully check what we have heard from the Bible: is it from God ?. Honestly, I
sincerely hope that every Christian will regard only Jehovah and his son as his
supreme authority and seek the most valuable spiritual “food” in the Word of his
unmatched wisdom in the Bible. Thus, through the spirit, one receives a word of
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wisdom; according to this same spirit, another receives a word of knowledge (1
Corinthians 12.8).
4
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The United Nations and Babylon the Great
Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
So you have no excuse, man, whoever you are, if you judge. Because when you judge
someone, you condemn yourself, since you who judge, you practice the same things.
So get rid of all wickedness, deception, hypocrisy, envy and all backbiting. So repent
of your wickedness and plead with Jehovah to forgive you, if possible, for this evil
intention. For all nations and kingdoms that will not serve you will perish; these
nations will be utterly devastated. There is a fixed time for everything, a time for all
activity under heaven: Here you have fallen from heaven, you, shining star, son of the
dawn! Here you are brought down to the earth, you who had conquered the nations!
But you will be taken straight down into the Tomb, into the most remote parts of the
pit. Is this the man who made the earth shake, who made kingdoms tremble, who
made the inhabited earth like a desert, who overthrew his cities, and who did not let
his prisoners return home? " I will rise up against them, "declares Jehovah of armies."
And I will blot out Babylon's name and remainder, lineage and oﬀspring "Jehovah of
armies swore:" As I have planned, so it happens as I have decided. , it will happen.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
No war can stop the blessings that God has designed for all mankind. The most
important and salutary events will begin immediately with the genocide of the Great
Tribulation cut short and may the salvos of this bloody carnage be a thing of the past
forever. We can better understand the fear of Daniel, at the time of the vision of this
Great War. In the coming “time of the end”, for the first time since the days of the
apostles, Jehovah will once again seal true “saints” of his people (Rev. 7:14) and give
them extraordinary strength and message. (Revelation 11: 3-6). And to every obedient
Christian, every pure and honest pagan heart, this message will bring not only real
hope, but an eternally bright future (Matthew 25: 40-46). Judgment of Jehovah's day
will begin (Matthew 25: 40-46). Jehovah will restore that which is futile under the sun
(Ecclesiastes 8: 11-14).
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The Masters of “Jehovah’s Servants”
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
A deepening on the Kingdom Covenant, David, However, you are the ones who have
steadfastly stayed with me in my trials. And I make a covenant with you for a
kingdom, just as my Father made a covenant with me, that you eat and drink at my
table in my kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge the 12 tribes of Israel (Luke 22.2830). The NT made it possible to provide an "Israel of God" but regarding the "Great
Crowd" as the 7th chapter of Revelation shows, the 144,000 are the "elect" of this
nation, and not of the entire nation. . And chapter 14 of Revelation already shows
them in royal power and in the position of priests. That the “great crowd” is part of
God's people is evident from the fact that they give glory to God and to the Lamb.
Thus, it is revealed that these people are simultaneously members of the New
Testament and the Kingdom Covenant (Large Crowd). And although all of these
people consist of a “great crowd” and 144,000 members of the royal priesthood, only
these are in the Kingdom Covenant. , I think this is the correct perception of the
gospels.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 6 months ago
David, I have not meditated enough on what I have just written to you and I realize
that I have misled you, it is obvious that it is not the Big crowd that Jesus negotiated
the covenant, but with its "holy people" which began with the apostles at Pentecost.
Sorry, I'm trying to answer my best.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 6 months ago
A er the shortened tribulation and the 42 months of Gentile times (Rev 11.2), the
intermediary between Jehovah and the great multitude is our king Jesus (Galatians 3:
19,20; 1 Timothy 2: 5). So in the New Testament there were two parties - God (1) and
His people (2) - who negotiated through Jesus' mediation. for our king already had
the law in his heart (Psalm 40: 7-9, Psalm 37:31, Hebrews 10: 5-10,). As a result, the
Watchtower and all other religions will no longer exist. David, this is how the New
Testament and the fulfillment of the Kingdom covenant ends.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 6 months ago
When I was told the "good news" my brothers did everything to let me know the
"Truth", of course being a steadfast believer of a creator "God unknown" as it is
written in the scriptures, I started with them with the illusion of 1914. Despite all my
evidence, they listened to me and closed their eyes and ears. therea er I fell ill and
undertook research, but this time it was spiritual, and we continued to debate the
scriptures and ultimately the result was the same as the 1914 illusion. Thanks to
Robert's site and all the commentators I thank with all my heart, my faith continues
to grow and I hope to have the opportunity to discuss Jehovah's word again and
again and again with all those who are interested in the message of the gospels
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announced by Jesus and the apostles. David, it is almost impossible to destroy the
idol of the Watchtower society, the only solution is to know Jehovah and his son, to
think like Jehovah and his son, to know Jehovah's love, faithfulness and
righteousness and his son.
4
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Jehovah will decide, brother, For there are many who are invited, but few who are
chosen. ".
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Very true, brother, it will be the final destruction of the wicked, finally, true peace and
eternal security on earth as it is in heaven.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
The devil is doing everything to prevent the emergence and strengthening of the
“sons of the Kingdom” as competitors for power since he took hold of this world
(John 8:44). There is no doubt that the full number of Saints (144,000) will never
include those who willfully and stubbornly disseminate false interpretations of the
prophecies, attributing to the opportunistic human fabrications of the Almighty (Rev.
14.1 to 5). Only true servants of God and people of honest, selfless hearts can
recognize those who are moved by the Spirit. The rest - can not, as it is written: (1
John 4.5,6). It is evident that the death of the Saints will bring to this earth eternal
peace (Ezekiel 37.26), everlasting love (Ps.118.1) and everlasting righteousness
(Ps.111.3). You, however, remain attached to the things you have learned and have
been convinced of, knowing from whom you have learned them. (2 Timothy 3: 13-17)
7
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 6 months ago
UTruthful words, Burt, Shall not those who plot evil go astray? On the other hand,
those who are determined to do good will reap kindness and loyalty. Proverbs 14:22
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 6 months ago
Hello Kevin, I hope we have been sown in good soil.
4
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
We have a carbon copy of the King of the North (Dan 8:24,25). Even the spiritual
temple itself shows that on the eve of the "time of the end", the Christian
congregation of the "saints" will be invaded by "the tares" by a lawless man who will
suﬀocate the righteous seedlings by preaching in subject of the false parousia of
Christ. all this for things doomed to perish by their very use! These are the
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prescriptions and doctrines of men! (Colossians 2.22 B. Jerusalem). In fact, he will act
among the people of God through the hands of apostates with whom he has an
"agreement", that is, a real conspiracy, probably written in secret by the faithful. It is
one more confirmation than to act with someone else's hands, with the help of secret
intrigue and conspiracies, an ingrained mode of action, that is to say. he does it all the
time.
2
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Slowly But Surely, The Truth Is Coming Out
Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 6 months ago
But know this: in the last days there will be hard times to endure. Cmogruder, turn
away from these people. Do not envy the bad guys, and do not seek their company.
But, from heaven, Jehovah looks at the sons of men to see if any of them is insightful,
if any of them seek Jehovah. On behalf of the house of Jehovah our God, I want to
seek good for you. Learn to know him, and you will be at peace; then you will receive
good things.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
All the governments of the world are slaves to finance, for this reason their time is
fixed. Look at him who carries wickedness within him; he conceives of misfortune and
gives birth to lies. Because whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever
loses his life because of me will save it. God's law is perfect, it restores strength. The
remembrance of God is worthy of faith, it makes wise those who are inexperienced.
1
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Food Prices Are Rising Aggressively, And Even The Corporate
Media Is Admitting That It Is Only Going To Get Worse
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
So are the wicked, whose life is always quiet. They keep increasing their wealth. Do
not be afraid because a man becomes rich, because the splendor of his house
increases, for when he dies he will not be able to take anything with him; his splendor
will not descend with him. During his life, he congratulates himself (You are praised
when you prosper). But in the end, he joined the generation of his ancestors; they
would never see the light again. In God, whose word I praise, in God I place my trust; I
am not afraid. What can a simple human do to me
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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God’s Word for Us Through Jeremiah
Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 6 months ago
Jehovah addressed this message to Jeremiah: Jeremiah 28.12-17. Proof that history
is repeating itself and coming true, no matter how many years past, only Jehovah will
determine the start of his day of wrath. As Luke 21.24 and Revelation 11.3 explains
will be the time of "Gentiles or nations". Just like Hananiah at the time, the
Watchtower will be cleansed of all these wicked slaves as well as all the people of the
world, and Jeremiah's covenant explained in Jeremiah 31.31-34 will be fulfilled. For it
is indeed a reproach which he makes against the people when they say: "Listen!"
Declares Jehovah. The day will come when I will make a new covenant with the
people of Israel and with the people of Judah.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
As in the days of Jeremiah, Habakkuk and Daniel subsequently prophesied in
Jehovah's name to warn God's people of the danger to come and despite everything
they did not listen to the word of God, the priests of God were the laughing stock and
mockery of the people of that time, some were imprisoned as predicted by the
gospels in the future. There are nowadays reasons to believe that candidates for true
"saints" are in the process of being be prepared now - to become apparent in the
"end time, of the nations, or of the Gentiles." In our turn, the word of God is
proclaimed to us in the near future, so it is up to us to check all things, to consolidate
our faith, to open our hearts, to improve our thoughts in Jehovah and Christ and
above all to remain faithful to the end to attain all kinds of blessings guaranteed by
Jehovah and his son.
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Does God really approve of the Watchtower?
Genco Giuseppe > Paula • 6 months ago
So far you haven't asked for anything on my behalf. Ask and you will receive, so that
your joy may be complete. If someone thinks they know a subject, in fact they do not
yet know it as they should. This is why I say to you: whatever you ask in prayer,
believe that you will receive it, and you will receive it, and then, to know the love of
Christ, which surpasses knowledge, so that you will be filled with all the fullness that
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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God gives. So I say to you: Keep asking, and it will be given to you. Keep looking, and
you will find. Keep knocking, and we will open the door for you.
1
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Homicide Rates Are Absolutely Soaring As Hearts Grow Ice Cold
All Across America
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Hello brother, this is my third time sending you an article and every time blocked this
is a Mike Lindell.html video on the election.
1
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Deadly New COVID Strains Have Turned Brazil Into “A Biological
Fukushima”, And The Rest Of The World Is Next
Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 6 months ago
Thank you for his beautiful verses of comfort, Cmogruder




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Brother, this was not a rebuke because I know very well that the media and the
multinationals take advantage of the fear of the people but we have to help the
people to know Jehovah and his son and thus minimizing by the comments even if
for us, we know it's used in a bad way, it may shock some people. We must act but
with tact like Daniel, he saved even non-believers. This is how my comment should be
taken.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
You are right, brother, about the flu that kills so much every year, but there is still
doubt about the use of a bioweapon of these crazy multinational pharmaceutical
companies, Come to think of it, this solution is cynical, but psychopaths do not 'have
no empathy, only benefit and power interest them. Also brother, I lost in a year and a
half, my brother-in-law (56 years old) my brother (JW blood, 55 years old) and maybe
my father-in-law who is in Covid intensive care now. We must be careful in the
comments. I greatly appreciate your fight for Jehovah and his son and I understand
this faith that is in you, but caution is required (Daniel 2: 13-16).
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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

86 comments

Is it persecution or punishment?
Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
This completes my comment of the day before: And he said to them: “The harvest is
great, but the workers are not many. Pray therefore to the Lord of the harvest to send
laborers into his harvest (Luke 10.2). Do God's people exist today? We have good
reason to believe that candidates for true "saints" are being prepared now and will
become apparent and eﬀective at the "end time or gentiles - 42 months", if that
comes in our lifetime (Rev. .11.3). The main thought that resonates in Peter's words is
that Peter calls his fellow believers “holy people”, addressing them Jehovah's call to
holiness (1Peter 2: 9). Therefore, the "saints" of the Christian congregation are the
"kingdom of priests" or the spiritual people of God, who in the first century were
represented by the disciples of Christ anointed with the Holy Spirit, and in the "time
of the end" will be represented by those sealed with the names of Christ and Jehovah
(Rev. 14.1 to 5). And when the chief shepherd is manifested, you will receive the
crown of glory, which cannot wither away (1 Peter 5.4). Either way, Jesus and the
Saints of God will bring eternal peace, everlasting love, and everlasting justice to this
troubled planet.
3
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
From the article “Did Jehovah Permit the Harvest to Be Lost Therein” In fact, the
Society leads its own “harvest” and determines who is the “wheat” to it and who is
“the tares” . by acknowledging the simultaneous manifestation of "wheat" and "bale"
in their organization, the Watchtower practically confirms that the true "harvest" has
not yet begun. As a result, the past century too. But then the "wheat" is not yet ripe,
and it is impossible to define the people of God. However, the premature
manifestation of the people of God is beneficial, first of all, to the adversaries of God.
Understand this: the "son of perdition and his reprobate angels" will do whatever is
necessary not to cede their power to the Kingdom of God. Consider what King Herod
did when he learned of the birth of the future king of Israel. He did everything to kill
him. Why? Because Herod ruled over the Israelites, being neither an Israelite nor a
Jew. In fact, he was a king outside righteousness and outside the law, including
outside the law of Moses. By analogy with "the tares" he was a wicked or "lawless"
king. Naturally, he didn't want his oﬀspring to lose power and did everything to kill
little Jesus.
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
He has indicated to you, man, which is good. And what does Jehovah expect from
you? Nothing other than to practice righteousness, to love faithfulness and to walk
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modestly with your God. The presumptuous smear me with lies, but I obey your
orders with all my heart. Any such boasting is bad. They speak to each other falsely;
they speak with flattering lips, with double hearts. Jehovah declares, "I will attack the
prophets who prophesy false dreams, who tell them, and who lead my people astray
with their lies and their boasting. "However, I did not send them, I did not order them
anything. They will therefore bring nothing good to this people, ”says Jehovah.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Our Creator has been patient with the world from Genesis to the present day. We
know from the scriptures what happens when the "Christian purpose" is not achieved
by mankind. Knowing us, Jehovah, for his part, prepared the divine solution so that
we could know him and his righteousness, all of this did not happen overnight. By his
patience and his infinite love for these creatures, his divine solution took time for the
harvest of "excellent fruits" beginning by employing his prophets and then his son
and his apostles to begin the "Christian goal". His "excellent fruits" are slowly coming
to an end and he waits for the opportune moment to purify the sky of the "unfaithful
gardener and his acolytes". In this way, it will only remain to purify the earth and the
Kingdom of God will be "on earth as it is in heaven". On his seventh day, Jehovah, will
take his deserved rest, his son and his followers will achieve "the Christian purpose."
A er his deserved rest, he will release the accuser of our brothers to complete his
work and finally accomplish his plan. There will be Christian persecutions, there will
be a legitimate punishment but above all there will be the fulfillment of Genesis
(Genesis 3:15).
4
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The Russians Are Reportedly Using “120-Caliber Mortars” And
“Hand-Held Anti-Tank Grenade Launchers” To Bombard
Ukrainian Positions
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Hello brother, I always had the intuition that the great war would begin before the
great reset and that the great reset would be more easily accepted by the populations
of the world because of the extent of the damage of the great war which would of
course be shortened as our God and his son predicted to us. Maybe that will come to
pass given the postponement of the big reset which of course was not predicted, plus
everything is falling into place with this virus that they are using to manipulate public
opinion. As far as King of the North is concerned, if what happened in the elections is
not enough, I think an event of great magnitude must happen in your country. which
one ?, the future will tell. Brother, let us pray and beg that God and his son protect us
and give us enough strength to last until the end.
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Radio silence
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 6 months ago
Kevin, the Bible is truly comforting: the wine that gladdens the heart of a man, the oil
that makes the face shine, and the bread that comforts the heart of the mortal.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
And this is what I continue to ask in my prayers: that your love always abounds more,
accompanied by exact knowledge and a perfect discernment; that you can discern
what are the most important things, so that you can be clean and not trip anyone up
until the day of Christ; and may you be filled with the fruit of righteousness, which
comes through Jesus Christ, to the glory and to the praise of God. And prayer made in
faith will make the sick person well, and Jehovah will raise him up. Moreover, if he has
committed sins, he will be forgiven.
4
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Let’s not forget Ken, the King of the North (Future Eighth King) must seize power by
trickery, the struggle continues until its culmination, covid is one of them. just a
thought.
3
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Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 6 months ago
Those who are on good soil are people who have a beautiful and good heart, and
a er hearing the word, they keep it and bear fruit with endurance.
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The Hour Is Late
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Thank you for your kindness and kind heart, brother.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Hello brother, i'm fine but we are in quarantine for this sinister covid. my children
contracted the virus because they are teachers and in the foreground with the pupils,
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my wife is the most aﬀected by this British variant, I hope not to take her to the
hospital, she has been bedridden for two weeks and is starting very slowly to recover.
Honestly, I pray to Jehovah and his son that they will help us through this ordeal.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Ken, did I do something?
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Genco Giuseppe > Alfred Barnes • 6 months ago
Sorry


ViewView in discussion



Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Ken, did I do something?


ViewView in discussion



Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 6 months ago
Tout va bien, frère
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Radio silence
Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Despite the persistent "radio silence" of the Watchtower and all congregations, we
will never be abandoned: For this is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah says: voici Here
I am! I myself will go in search of my sheep and take care of them. There are many
people who seek God, no longer to adhere to religions because of the many errors of
the latter. There are also many "puzzled sheep" who, due to certain circumstances,
have found themselves outside the congregations, without spiritual direction and
without the care of their religious shepherds (Ezekiel 34 ch.), But, despite this, they
seek God, their integrity, and strive to follow the counsel of the scriptures "the
heavenly, not the earthy." The situation is rather complicated, but if the great
tribulation cut short is brewing and the "end time" is already at the threshold, it will
be too presumptuous to say that none of these people can be a member of God's true
people at all. . keep their integrity and strive for "things above, and not for the
earthly" Colossians 3.2. We absolutely must trust and pray for our "repentance" in
Jehovah and his son in this dark time that is before our doors.
7
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
Hello Kevin, happy to read you again
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Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 6 months ago
We have the "invisible parousia of 1914", brother, on the other hand I think Satan's
anger is going to be out of the ordinary compared to the wars we have known so far,
Satan has very soon a er his sudden fall from heaven (Rev. 6.1.2 - 12.9 to 12) and
therea er his final death (Rev. 20.7-10), we must not go beyond what is written, we
know. First of all, brother, we must know Jehovah and his son The Bible and only the
Bible must remain for a Christian - the central source of spiritual nourishment!
3
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 6 months ago
Excellent thought and deduction, Burt, I couldn't have explained as well as you. a
treat this comment.
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 6 months ago
This method has surely been neglected for the simple reason that the "Father of lies"
has been ruling this world since genesis and that he adores being at the forefront of
all congregations. Let us not forget, in Jesus' day he infiltrated the intimate
congregation of our king. The main objective of the devil is very simple - the
detection, suppression, defilement and destruction of the symbolic "wheat". In other
words, the devil is doing everything to prevent the emergence and strengthening of
the “sons of the Kingdom” as competitors for power. just a thought.
4
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Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 6 months ago
Well written, Carl, Contribute to the peace of the city where I have exiled you and pray
to Jehovah for her, for if she is at peace, you will be at peace too. Moreover, the fruit of
righteousness is sown in peace for those who make peace. And he came and spoke
the good news of peace to you who were far from God, and peace to those who were
close to him. I leave you in peace; I give you my peace. I don't give it to you like the
world gives it to you. May your heart not be anxious or clenched in fear. May the peace
of Christ reign in your hearts, for you have been called to this peace to form one body.
And be grateful.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 6 months ago
You are right Mick. Honestly, I hope we will be on this site mature enough to
overcome this lack of spiritual maturity, being le out of these things some have
strayed into discussions that lead to nothing (1 Timothy 1: 6). Keep doing all things
without murmurs or arguing (Philipians 2:14).
1
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Unless those days were cut short
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
On this site, Robert, I learned with great pleasure and dedication. It has allowed me to
grow in faith and to meet honest people who are loyal to Jehovah and his son. If we
remain united in faith, love and faithfulness we can overcome these diﬀerences
together. The opponent can not strut on this site, Robert deserves another result a er
his painstaking work, he has instructed and educated us in the good news of Jehovah
and his son. Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous. He does not brag, puﬀ, do
nothing improper, do not seek his own interests, does not get angry. He does not take
into account the wrongs suﬀered. He does not rejoice in injustice, but finds joy in
truth. May mercy, peace and love be bestowed upon you in abundance! . May the God
who gives peace be with you all! Amen.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 7 months ago
Very nice words, Carl, we need to make real progress thinking of Christ and our father
Jehovah, stand united in faith and love.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
This tenth chapter of Daniel tears our hearts apart before it even happens. it becomes
clear why the vision of the "great war" or "great tribulation" frightened the prophet
Daniel so much that he mourned for three weeks and lost his very joy in eating.
Although he did not describe what he saw, it is clear that the content of the vision
could not contradict that described by another prophet (Joel 2:30,31). The horror that
possessed Daniel at the sight of incredible fires, blood, and huge palm-shaped pillars
of smoke was meant to serve as a dreadful warning not only to faithful Christians, but
to all mankind. This is why, as Jesus predicted, "for the sake of the elect these days
will be shortened." Such events will become truly unexpected for many Christians.
The harsh reality of what is happening will be a real stumbling block for many. Love
Jehovah, all of you who are loyal to him! Jehovah protect the faithful, Be courageous,
and let your heart be strong, all of you who wait for Jehovah! (Psalms 31.23,24)
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
Jehovah told me again: “This is a lie that the prophets prophesy in my name. I didn't
send them, I didn't order them, I didn't talk to them. False vision, divination,
worthless thing, cunning of their hearts, this is what they tell you prophetically. Put
on the full armor of God so that you can resist the Devil's tricks; The fear of Jehovah
prolongs life, while the years of the wicked will be cut short. Pride in the heart of man
leads him to disaster, humility leads him to glory. As for you, turn of the flock, height
of the daughter of Zion, to you will return the first domination, yes, it will return, the
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kingship belonging to the daughter of Jerusalem. That’s why I’m going to bring you
down using the prophets; I will kill you with the words of my mouth. And the
judgments pronounced against you will shine like the light.
3
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Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
* Jesus did not enter his Kingdom in 1914. The invisible presence did not begin then.
In fact, there is no invisible parousia (article of the day) *. Does the Bible teach about
the invisible heavenly reign of Jesus Christ long before His coming. In two Bible
verses, we will erase over a hundred years of lies predicted by Watchtower society. 1.
"Jerusalem will be trampled underfoot by the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles
are over." (Luke 21:24). 2. "But the court which is outside the temple-sanctuary, leave
it aside and do not measure it, because it has been given to the nations, and they will
trample on the holy city for 42 months ( Rev.11.2) ". So what is “the time of the
Gentiles” or “the time of the nations”? . Jesus' words show that this short period
precedes his visible coming (Luke 21: 24-27, Revelation 11: 1-3,15-18). Indeed, as the
Bible shows, the fulfillment of Revelation is the moment of sudden deliverance of all
the righteous of diﬀerent nations, regardless of their race, religion and nationality
(Matthew 25: 31-46).
2
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THE DAYS ARE NEAR AND EVERY VISION WILL TAKE PLACE
Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
The Kingdom of God is above all the authority of Christ in the heavens and this
happens when Satan is thrown to earth. "So rejoice, heaven and you who dwell
there!. But woe to you, land and sea, because the Devil has come down to you in great
fury, knowing that he has little time le (Rev.12.10 to 12) We know that the main
purpose of earthly Christianity was to prepare the “holy people,” the anointed priests
and kings of the future Kingdom of God. In Revelation 14: 1-5, they are described as
those who follow Jesus in everything place. No lies were found in their mouths; they
are blameless. The impending collapse of Christianity and civilization is inevitable, it
appears that "judgment shall begin at the House of God" (1 Peter 4:17, Jeremiah 25:
15-18,29) Christianity served the purpose of preparing a “holy people, zealous for
good works”? (Titus 2:14) Further, the prophetic sequence clearly shows that the
sealing of the elect and of the saints has not yet taken place (Revelation 7: 1-4). he
people of God were placed under the sword of the doer of the will of God, the
Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar. It is no coincidence that this terrible warning is
reproduced in chapter 13 of the book of Revelation. So here we are warned.
1
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The New Green Deal and London’s Global Genocide
Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
Because we are living in a very diﬀicult time, in incredible tension, where everyone
needs the right answers and help. But many Christians who have regained their sight
are still distracted by side things. It doesn't matter who or by whom will be in the
Kingdom of God. You have to change the way you think first to get there. Therefore,
even though God has revealed inspiring truths to a person, that is no reason to regard
you as anything more than he really is. Even though God gives you the Spirit to do His
will, remember that those who listen to you must know God, not you. As Christ said:
Likewise, when you have done all that is asked of you, say: “We are only slaves, we do
not deserve anything. We only did what we had to do (Luke 17:10)
5
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 7 months ago
Merci pour vos bons conseils, Kévin
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 7 months ago
In itself, Paul's prophecy is impenetrable. It does not say who 'they' are who will say
'peace and security.' Neither does one see what 'sudden destruction' entails. 'acts of a
man-made event, such as war or divine destruction - Armageddon "(article August 4,
2020). He will bring destruction on the strongman, he will bring destruction on the
fortresses. Amos 5.9 How sudden is their annihilation! What a sudden and terrible
end they are approaching. Psalm 73.19. And on that day, I will not fail to wipe out all
the nations that have come to attack Jerusalem. Zechariah 12.9. They will suﬀer
eternal destruction as punishment, and they will perish from before the Lord and
from his glorious strength. 2 Thessalonians 1.9. It seems obvious to me that the
"sudden destruction or annihilation" will take place for the last time at the death of
the Saints, towards the end of the 42 months, just before the final intervention of
Christ hence the "Joy of the Nations" in the verse 11.10 of the revelation, for his
remaining people at that time did not know Jehovah. In addition, the words "peace
and security" are found together seven times in 8 Bible verses of the Old Testament
describing an acquired peace and security. Psalm 4.8, (2 Kings 20.19, Isaiah 39. 8), Job
12.6, Ezekiel 34.25, Psalms 122.7. Isaiah 32.17. Jeremiah 49.21. In this way we
understand the words of Jeremiah when he tells us: "There is peace! There is peace!",
While there is no peace. Peace and security will really be achieved in the beginning of
the thousand years of the reign of our King Jesus The most important thing is to
remain faithful to Jehovah and his son, Kevin, have a nice day.
2
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Two very interesting articles on the subject of "peace and security" Thank you Kevin,
good evening.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
One question Robert, please don't stone me. "For you yourselves know very well that
the day of Jehovah is coming just like a thief in the night. When they say, 'Peace and
security!' Then sudden destruction will be upon them right now, like the labor pains
on a pregnant woman; and they absolutely will not be able to escape it
(Thessalonians 5, 2, 3) ". According to Paul, immediately a er the declaration of
"peace and security" they must "come to destruction" (2 Thess. 1: 9). It will be evident
that the death of the "witnesses" at the hands of the "beast" will bring joy to the
living at this time, towards the end of the 42 months, not only a er the death of the
saints, but also immediately a er the destruction of Babylon the Great and
immediately before the coming of Jesus. But since the sudden coming of Christ ("like
a thief in the night") will make this statement false, it is clear that it will be a false
prophecy, which until the time of the event seemed true to all remaining people who
did not. do not know God. In this way the realization of "peace and security" will
begin at the beginning of the thousand years. This thought seems reasonable to me
considering the number of times we have presumed the fulfillment of this prophecy.
Furthermore, we do not know how to guide our steps without Jehovah's help and this
is also the reason why we will have his law written in our hearts. What do you think,
true, false or explanations.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 7 months ago
And my God will supply all your needs according to his riches, with glory, in Christ
Jesus. At that time, there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city collapsed;
and 7,000 people were killed by the earthquake, and the rest were seized with fear
and gave glory to the God of heaven. And I heard how a man clothed in linen, who
was above the waters of the river, raising his right and le hand to the sky, swore to
the living eternal that at the end of time and time and a half , and a er the complete
overthrow of the power of the holy people, all this would be accomplished. And in
heaven the temple-sanctuary of God was opened, and in his temple-sanctuary the
ark of his covenant was seen. And there was lightning, and voices, and thunders, and
an earthquake, and great hail. The seventh angel sounded the trumpet. And there
were loud voices in heaven saying, “The kingdom of the world has become the
kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will reign forever. "
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 7 months ago
No doubt, Kevin
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 7 months ago
Brother Ken, I am wholeheartedly and with all my strength with those who will lead
this fight for the love and righteousness of the Almighty.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > David Love • 7 months ago
They will enter the caves of the rocks and the holes in the ground, because of
Jehovah's terrifying presence and majestic splendor, when he arises to make the
earth tremble with terror (Isaiah 2: 17-22). So the kings of the earth, the high oﬀicials,
the military leaders, the rich, the strong, all the slaves and all the free people hid in
the caves and in the rocks of the mountains (Revelation 6:15).
4
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Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
The Creator made it clear his will for mankind: people were to multiply and settle all
over the planet (Genesis 9: 1), his goal is surely almost achieved. The main motive of
the modern oligarchy is the desire to get involved in something no less as great as the
Creator himself, to become, so to speak, on a par with God, creating a name equal to
the celestial. . (he worships Lucifer, the Devil) In addition, another reason for the
existence of the modern world was stated by the apostle Paul (Acts 17:24:30). As a
result, this government will come from the blasphemous "little horn", and inherit its
most disgusting qualities: pride, arrogance, blasphemy, extraordinary cunning,
scandalous cruelty and exorbitant ambition. It is not at all surprising that he will
require worship of "himself" on earth. During this time, the true message of peace
will resound only through the rest of the Saints and that no one misses the message
of God through the word of his Saints. Christ’s message will always be relevant. Pay
attention........
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The Hubbub of the City Is Abandoned
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 7 months ago
Hello Kevin, an encouragement for the good advice received on this site. When
wisdom enters your heart and knowledge becomes pleasing to your soul,
the capacity for reflection will watch over you and discernment will preserve you. A
naive person believes everything that is said,
but the prudent man watches his every step. Unlike secular instruction, spiritual
instruction based on the Bible enables us to know God and have eternal life (John
17.3).
1
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192 comments

Is Covid vaccination the 666 mark of the beast?
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
Indeed, it is very diﬀicult to say if we are saints or simple Christians faithful to
Jehovah and Christ. I think that logically we will be judged a er the tests which are
prepared for us in the plan of the purpose of God. Excellent thinking and humility
Burt. We have some biblical examples. Indeed, you will drink my cup. But it's not for
me to decide who will sit on my right and on my le . These places belong to those for
whom my Father has prepared them (Matthew 20.23). But it's not for me to decide
who will sit on my right or on my le . These places belong to those for whom they
have been prepared (Mark 10:40).
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Does Anyone Even Care That The U.S. National Debt Will Soon
Cross The 30 Trillion Dollar Mark?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 7 months ago
It still seems surprising to me. This meeting has never been postponed for 50 years.
maybe some people refuse to reset the economy, to be continued .......
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 7 months ago
Apparently, brother, they are not ready yet because they have postponed the Davos
meeting to August and surely in Singapore.
1
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The New Green Deal and London’s Global Genocide
Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
Without a doubt, the completion of the events of this genocide will only become
inevitable when the conditions for its commencement specified in the Bible are met.
Fortunately or unfortunately, today it is quite possible to say that compliance with
these conditions is closer than ever. It will take the end of the independent power of
Nation States and the emergence of a single center of this power, presented in the
book of Revelation as a "beast with seven heads". This “beast” is declared a universal
idol, called to replace God. At the time of his appearance, the modern time and
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conditions set aside for mankind by the Creator for the knowledge of his personality
will come to an end (Acts 17: 24-30).
6
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
These are the riches that I dream of, Burt, we will speak the same language without a
translator.
1
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The Eyes of the Blind Will Be Opened
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
Hello Burt, T, J, means Jehovah's Witnesses in French, good day Brother.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
Bonjour Burt ,T,J, veut dire Temoins de Jéhovah en français, bonne journée Frère.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Rea TurRee • 7 months ago
Hello Rea, your comment makes me happy because it proves to me that I am
progressing well, taking me for an elder. In fact, I'm not even T.J. , but I am rather a
Christian who loves the truth and the righteousness of Jehovah and of his son Jesus
Christ: Jesus reveals it to us in the well-known passage of John 3:16. Good day Réa
and God bless you.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 7 months ago
Hello Kevin, the message we want to get across on this exemplary site is simpler than
their swelling expressions written in my previous comment: True Christianity is not a
religion. True Christianity is the acquisition of the spirit of Christ. It is the path from
receiving the right beginnings of Christ's teaching to achieving full love for the Father
and personal maturity.
7
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Genco Giuseppe • 7 months ago
Many of their terms only obscure the real message of the Kingdom: New world,
spiritual paradise, spiritual ark of salvation, organization of God, true religion, etc. . All
of these terms are part of the “spiritual food” that is given to Jehovah's Witnesses by
the elders of their organization. Our brothers T.J. will one day be able to say to Christ
something similar to the words of Adam: “The faithful and discreet slave that you
gave, he gave us this spiritual food and therefore we ate. (Compare Genesis 3:12).
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The Temporary Collapse Of Texas Is Foreshadowing The Total
Collapse Of The United States
Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 7 months ago
Hi Cmogruder, I looked at some pictures of Oregon, it's pretty and very woody,
congratulations. Please know that I am of Italian origin and it is a very beautiful
country. If you have the chance to go, you must take advantage. be Blessed together
with your family.
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Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 7 months ago
hello Cmogruder, I am actually from Belgium about 40 kilometers from Brussels
precisely from the Charleroi region, you are an excellent connoisseur of scriptures
that is very good. you are from which region and which country if I am not too
intrusive.
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Genco Giuseppe > GSOB • 8 months ago
Matthew 24.21.22 and Mark 13. 18,19,20 To wait and not to fulfill
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Genco Giuseppe > GSOB • 8 months ago
Waiting .....
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
And the word of God tells us to pray that this does not happen in winter. Pray without
ceasing that this does not happen in winter (Mark 13:18)
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
Well brother, I am amazed by this article, regarding the current situation in Texas.
1
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Is Covid vaccination the 666 mark of the beast?
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 7 months ago
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Hello Burt, I think we are all diﬀerent and we all have our flaws, characteristics, and
issues, that's the amazing thing about having a creator who will judge us individually,
we are billions of creatures right now not counting those who have already lived for
centuries and millennia and who await their judgment. How can one still doubt his
love, his fidelity, his power, his glory, his honor, his wealth and his wisdom. Jehovah
understands you better than anyone. "A man sees what appears to the eyes, the Bible
reminds us, but Jehovah sees what the heart is worth" (1 Samuel 16: 7). God knows
how you function - how your heredity, your upbringing, your surroundings, your
qualities and your faults make you who you are. He sees the person you strive to be
and values your eﬀorts, even if you make mistakes.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Burt, I admire the way you reason and think, I hope our reasoning is in the same
direction as Jehovah. I take that comment, Burt, for your ’calendar,’ I meant
’chronology, epoch or historical date, God bless you brother.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Hello Burt, of course everyone has free will and will be judged in due course, I
understand people who need to survive in this evil world and who are we to judge.
This is where love comes in above all understanding of Jehovah and the path we must
follow.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
In short, the apocalyptic "number 666" is the sign of idolaters. You must not bow
down to them or allow yourself to be drawn into serving them, for I, Jehovah your
God, am a God who demands undivided attachment, who brings the punishment for
the fault of the fathers on the sons, on the third generation and on the fourth
generation of those who hate me. The biblical number six is directly related to
idolaters (Daniel 3,1-11. Revelation 13.14 - 18) and that in their inner essence, the
idolaters described in the Bible are either the murderers of the servants of the true
God, or the accomplices of these murderers. Let him who is unjust endure in injustice,
and let him who is dirty endure in filth; but may the righteous persevere in
righteousness, and the saint may persevere in holiness.
" "Listen ! I come quickly, and I have with me the salary I give, to give everyone what
they deserve according to their actions.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
your best fear vaccine is faith! Do not worry about anything, but in everything, by
prayer and supplication with thanks, make your requests known to God. and the
peace of God, which is beyond all comprehension, will protect your hearts and minds
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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through Christ Jesus. Jehovah will protect you from all harm. He will watch over your
life.
10
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The sheep and the goats and the brothers of Christ
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Whether we are earthly or heavenly, in any case, the best solution for each living
person will be actions aimed at knowing God and His plan today. Thus, we can be
sure not only that we will not miss the start of the planned events, but also that we
will surely recognize those through which the awe-inspiring plan of the Almighty will
be completed. thanks Burt.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
It is true that all Christian organizations have only one goal, that is to say, to attract as
many people as possible to the organization to which they belong, which is
completely contrary to the preaching of Jesus on earth. (acts 20.30). Many will adopt
the unworthy and brazen conduct that the apostle Peter denounces in his second
letter. Jesus in (Matthew 25.31-46) explains to us the judgment of the sheep and the
goats. And although it is written that in the end nothing unclean will enter the
Kingdom of God, and people who have been betrayed by abomination and lies, it is
evident that the "examination" that Christ will submit to the peoples of the nations of
the earth, gives a reliable chance of purification and salvation to every honest person
who has not lost his human face and the qualities set by God. In this regard, I want
everyone to remain, above all, a person: to do good to others and not to ignore acts of
mercy and the good motivations of their heart.
6
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On the day when the Son of man is revealed
Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
the apostle Peter in his second letter announces the raising of the morning star: And
in addition, we have the most faithful prophetic word; and you do well to turn to him
like a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and the morning star rises in
your hearts, rising of the morning stars knowing first, that no scripture prophecy can
be solved on your own. For the prophecy was never pronounced according to the will
of man, but the holy men of God spoke it, animated by the Holy Spirit. (2 Peter 1: 19https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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21). It is not at all surprising that the meaning of the term “morning star” is written
precisely in the prophetic book - in the book of Revelation: I, Jesus, have sent My
Angel to witness this to you in churches. I am the root and the oﬀspring of David, the
bright morning star "(Revelation 22:16). At this time the righteous will shine with the
same brightness as the vault of heaven, and those who bring the multitude to
righteousness will shine as the stars forever. Daniel 12.3


ViewView in discussion
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They trust in unreality and speak what is worthless
Genco Giuseppe > Gareth the Piper • 8 months ago
When faced with those who try to feed you "spiritual food" of earthly origin, do not
buy their resounding names and phrases, but check carefully whether what is oﬀered
to you matches the Bible. Do not rush to find those who will feed you, for a Christian
has only one teacher - Jesus Christ. The only thing we can and must do is carefully
check what we have heard from the Bible: is it from God? Thanks for your support,
Gareth
1



ViewView in discussion



Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
But solid food is for mature people, for those whose powers of discernment are
exercised, through use, to distinguish between good and evil. (Hebrews 5:14). Now we
too have this spirit of faith of which it is written: "I have exercised faith, therefore I
have spoken"; therefore, we exercise faith, which is why we speak, (2 Corinthians
4:13). Calling every reader to constantly delve into the Bible, I sincerely hope that
every Christian will regard only Jehovah as his supreme authority and will seek the
most valuable spiritual “food” in the Word of his unmatched wisdom - in the Bible .
3



ViewView in discussion



Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Robert, I misspoke, this is a big fault of me, I'm not a good literary, you always choose
part of a bible verse for the title of every new article you write. that's what I wanted to
tell you. This is one of the obvious reasons to come face to face for a discussion. sorry
Robert.
1



ViewView in discussion



Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Indisputable truth for this article, Robert, I especially appreciate choosing a part of
bible verse for each of your articles, thank you for the spiritual nourishment we
receive on this site.
1
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The Hubbub of the City Is Abandoned
Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 8 months ago
You are amply right, Brother, no hard feelings, no quarrels, everything is in the hands
of Jehovah and his son anyhow.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Knowing how little time he has le , it is important to understand that the action of
the antagonist has an ultimate goal. Do everything so that at the “time of the end”,
the world does not recognize the emerging sons of the Kingdom. In fact, this is what
most human teachings on "modern saints" serve. The truth is that apart from the first
century "saints", the remainder of the latter "saints" will only fully manifest in the
final "end time" system. However, before you were in darkness, but now you are light
as far as the Lord Jesus is concerned, you are the people of God. True justice will bring
peace, yes, true justice will bring tranquility and security.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 8 months ago
Mick, as you say: let's pray to Jehovah for guidance and as Robert explains in the
article, your eyes will be open about the Watchtower, keep putting your hope in
Jehovah and his son because the true guides are present in your mind and heart.
3
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Jehovah is Coming from Far Away
Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
This is a part of the deep inconsistencies announced by the WT which represents the
people of Jehovah. The main purpose of earthly Christianity is to prepare the "holy
people", the anointed priests and the kings of the future Kingdom of God. In
Revelation 14: 1-5, they are described as those who follow Jesus “wherever he goes.
No lie was found in their mouths; they are blameless and a people zealous for these
works (Titus 2:14). So ask yourself this question Did the Watchtower achieve this
goal? . Can they claim that pure worship has been performed with an invisible
presence since 1919 (https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d.... Paragraph12). We can therefore
better understand the holy place which will be devastated for 42 months (Revelation
11.2-4) as well as the lie of the resurrection (2 Tim.2.15-18) of the elect which has not
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yet been carried out (paragraph 13 of the same article) and the many verses and in
particular in the Gospel of John announcing the resurrection on the last day.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
"What is 'the mountain of Jehovah'? It symbolizes the Kingdom of God." If human
society is corrupt, how can they claim that the kingdom of God currently exists
(spiritual paradise). In this case, a government without corruption cannot come from
human society. Li up your eyes to the sky and see, who created these things? He's
the one who brings them out like an army, each of them by their number; he calls
them all by their name. Because of his colossal lively energy and impressive strength,
not one is missing. For there is no righteous man on earth who always does good and
never sins. The permanent, stable character of the Kingdom of God removes the risk
of electoral fraud (Daniel 7:13, 14). Its leader is appointed by God. The laws of the
Kingdom of God are infinitely superior to those of men. Anyone can learn to live up to
these high moral standards, as the early Christians proved.
1
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Does God really approve of the Watchtower?
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Kevin, I think your Bible verses were very well chosen.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 8 months ago
Very nice words, Bonnie, very good encouragement to anyone who has read your
comment.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
First of all, thank you Burt for the excellent letter, I misspoke, it must be remembered
that I am not from a JW room, this is where I need to improve and not be above the
others. This progression will allow me to get to know Jehovah and his son better, as
you say, and then to pass on my learned knowledge to all those interested in the
scriptures, of course passing through my large family as well on my wife's side and
mine. There is no JW in my two families. Thanks to this site and the commentators
loyal to Jehovah and his son, our progress can only grow in union with Christ. Thank
you again for this wonderful letter.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Hope you had a laugh, Burt
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ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
It is true that personally, I still have to progress in this area and I am very aware of it,
with age we realize that sometimes we do harm without even realizing it and then we
think and we say to ourselves "I blundered", a er it is not easy to make up for it, it is
there that we realize that humility is something grandiose to obtain, really we must
improve day by day, we understand better the significance of Jesus' words when he
speaks of children. Give me some time Burt, thanks to this site and everything
around, my faith must grow and love will follow. Believe me Burt, I appreciate your
comments and your knowledge of the scriptures, another weak point that needs
improvement.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Hello Burt, I understand that you don't like to use calendar dates because you are
right when you say "Jehovah, a thousand years is a day" in 2 Peter 3.8 and that you
have to rely on Jehovah's commandments and his son. But we are all waiting for the
unique events of our civilization and we must wait as you recommended in your
comments. Please know, dear Burt, that I greatly appreciate your comments.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Joel • 8 months ago
In my opinion, Joel, the reset will be the most important point to know the fall of
Satan on earth and maybe the start of the tribulation. This meeting in Davos in June
will be of paramount importance for humanity. I believe that everything will depend
on these crazy people in power.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
I think you are right brother Ken, my personal thought is that we are waiting like in
the days when the Romans waited to destroy the temple and at some appointed time
the temple fell. At the same time the Watchtower continues preaching as our site at
some point the holy place will be destroyed during the 42 months of the time of the
(gentile) nations, the filthy thing will be in place. the tribulation will be cut short
because at this time it can be accomplished quite quickly, then the test will come into
eﬀect for the inhabitants of the earth. We must not forget that this way of preaching
has been in progress for a year, it may still last a while and then the great tribulation
will be set in motion.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Everything you have just written is the truth, Kevin, you just have to make it clear to
our brothers who have decided to follow the Watchtower, as our Catholic brothers
follow the Pope, as many other congregations follow their teachers. We prayed to find
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our way to Jehovah and he guided us, we can thank him. So let us make sure that we
love our neighbor as Jesus his son taught us.
Your faithful love, O Jehovah, fills the earth; teach me your prescriptions. Psalm
119.64
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
Dear ken, this is exactly as I thought when speaking in a previous comment, we would
surely have nation against nation and real earthquakes in some parts of the planet for
people who don't believe in God hence the famous numbers times that the prophet
Ezekiel speaks to us that everyone will know Jehovah. thank you brother Ken. May
God protect as many people as possible in these unique events in our history of
earthly civilizations in this world.
2
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Does God really approve of the Watchtower?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
Dear brother, we are talking about the spiritual slavery that the Watchtower society
operates the organization for their own personal needs. In fact, Jehovah hates all of
this and instead it is the spiritual freedom in Christ that must be accepted.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
How our brothers lost spiritual freedom. The apostle Paul, predicting the appearance
of “terrible wolves” in the congregation: I know that a er my departure tyrannical
wolves will come into you and will not treat the flock with tenderness (Acts 20:29).
This is why the false shepherds keep the sheep in a kind of spiritual "cage": Many will
adopt their unworthy and shameless behavior, and because of them the way of truth
will be spoken of badly (2 Peter 2: 2). The spiritual “cage” created by false teachers
(Watchtower) consists of “inflated chatter”: false teachings, false prophecies, and an
endless stream of instructions that turn into rules to be followed. This is
understandable, because this is how false shepherds seem more important: They
promise them freedom, while they themselves are slaves of corruption: For he who is
defeated by someone is his slave ( 2 Peter 2.19).
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Jordan Seager • 8 months ago
Perseverance is a primary quality for a Christian and it is available to anyone who
asks for it; Jehovah will not forsake anyone Seager. Give me back the joy of being
saved by you; awaken in me the will to obey you.
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ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 8 months ago
In this dark and delicate time, we absolutely must seek unity among us because at
some point we will be alone in the face of tribulation, Bro. Mick, and she will come.
But continue to encourage each other every day, as long as this "today" lasts, so that
none of you will harden yourself with the deceptive power of sin.
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Hello Burt, I have read your two comments (Brother Ken and Brother Ronb60), they
are excellent as usual, these are really all the questions we ask ourselves and we
don't really know the answers and our wait continues to lie down. As I read Isaiah 33,
I have taken these two passages to encourage us Burt: He keeps your life stable; His
abundance of salvation, wisdom, knowledge and fear of Jehovah is his treasure. No
inhabitant will say: "I am sick" The people who live in the country will be forgiven for
their fault. May the Lord continue to guide your hearts to love for God and endurance
for Christ!
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
To be approved of God, one must refrain from lying, be holy, blameless, overcome
and keep the works of Christ until the end. (Revelation 2:26, Hebrews 3: 6, 14, 6:11).
The bible clearly shows that this number will only include those in whose lips there is
no deceit, as well as those who are completely obedient to Jesus Christ and have
clearly defined in the scriptures the beliefs associated with the Names of Jehovah.
and Jesus Christ. The apostle Peter, who also called them "royal priesthood" and
"holy people" (1 Peter 2: 9). Once you were not a people, but now you are the people
of God; you were not once shown mercy, but now you have obtained mercy. There is
no doubt that this number will never include those who willfully and stubbornly
disseminate false interpretations of the prophecies. The Watchtower can honestly
recommend itself of its essential qualities to be truly approved by Jehovah.
3
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AND THEN THE END WILL COME
Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
In the prophecy described by the three apostles on earthquakes a er "nation against
nation", is it possible that the earthquakes will be literary. One way of realizing that
divine intervention is underway and especially that the three apostles are saying the
same sentence.
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It kept throwing truth to the earth
Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 8 months ago
Hi Bro.Carl, what to do on this great site. Above all, it is not to impose one's thought
or reasoning because no one but Jehovah knows the truth. We must therefore respect
the opinion of the other. Satan is the ruler of this world, and his purpose is always to
divide and destroy Jehovah's creation, no matter how. We must not forget that it will
be definitively destroyed a er the thousand years of chaining in the abyss. Jehovah
knows how weak the human being is compared to the slanderer, this is the reason
why we will have the thousand years to know Jehovah whether it is the earthly or the
celestial, hence the insistence of the prophets and Ezekiel in peculiar to know
Jehovah. The closer we get to the tribulation and the more diﬀicult it will be, the devil
will exploit every opportunity to pervert humans. The darkness is going to get deeper
and deeper, let us pray to our Creator God and His Son Jesus Christ our Savior to help
us overcome all our diﬀiculties to come.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Thanks to their strategy of the climate situation and the great reset, the admirers of
Satan have a huge genocide to submit to us, we can be sure that they will succeed,
the scriptures tell us. This demonic elite will then come face to face with the hour of
testing against our King Jesus and our elected brethren, so we are awaiting (in the
grave or on earth) an extraordinary and unique event in the history of our civilization.
However, you are the ones who have been with me constantly in my trials. And I make
a covenant with you for a kingdom, just as my Father made a covenant with me, that
you eat and drink at my table in my kingdom, and sit on thrones to judge the 12 tribes
of Israel.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
The Tempter is represented in the scriptures as a person, but in reality our struggle is
not against flesh and blood, but against governments, against authorities, against the
world masters of this darkness, against the evil spiritual forces in the heavenly places.
The Devil sees to it that his will is accomplished by using false signs, deceptions and
corrupt people who totally ignore our creator. He disguises himself all the time as an
angel of light. We have suﬀered the repercussions of this foolish choice since the
genesis. But God is by no means the source of our suﬀering. The hour is approaching,
let us wait patiently for the time appointed by Jehovah, his son and the saints who
will complete the purpose of God. Whoever attests to these things says: "Yes, I am
https://disqus.com/by/gencogiuseppe/
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coming quickly" "
“Amen! Come, Lord Jesus. "
May the undeserved kindness of the Lord Jesus be with the saints.
5
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Does God really approve of the Watchtower?
Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Are they ashamed of the horrible things they have done? No, no shame. They don't
even know what shame is. How can you say, we have the wisdom and law of Jehovah.
Because in reality we have the scribe's stylus with his deceptions. It's not as if being
"in the truth" for a while is enough. We need to do all we can to change our inner
selves. There are a number of basic steps that will help us make this change. Prayer is
one of the stages (And I will give them a unified heart and I will put in them a new
spirit; And I will take the stony heart out of their body and give them a heart of flesh).
We must meditate on the scriptures, reflect on the thoughts and feelings that we need
to change. (Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart. Be pleasing to
you, O Jehovah, my Rock and my Redeemer). The coming government will complete
our spiritual education. (And let us take care of one another to inspire love and fine
works; do not abandon our meetings, as is the habit of some, but let us encourage
each other, and all the more so as you see the day approaching)
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Jehovah has always used the dominant power of the day to get his "Word" out. We
therefore know from experience that for this millennium well underway, the
Watchtower represents in our period its "Word". Given the failure of all congregations
for centuries past: How can our brethren think for one moment that they are in
Jehovah's approval with all the Watchtower's stumbling blocks. Moreover, they know
very well that the New Jerusalem is the finality of God's plan. The sanction
approaches: He gave their crops to the voracious locusts, the fruit of their labor to
swarms of locusts. The whitewashed walls will crumble and hail will coat the forest.
Their tables are covered in dirty vomit. They will be delivered to the power of the
sword. Only terror will make them understand and fire will consume them.
3
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Watch out for the leaven of the Pharisees, which is hypocrisy
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
Excellent, Bro . Ken
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Karen Coker • 8 months ago
Voiture




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Karen Coker • 8 months ago
Merci Karen, je n’auri plus besoin de voitre pour me déplacer




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 8 months ago
Brother, this is what will disappear first they will say: damage, damage, damage,
(Revelation 18)
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Who would have thought that in our day such an overwhelming similarity would arise
in the congregation of God. Just like the Pharisees of Jesus' day, they will not discern
his second coming. See! Your house is abandoned to you. For I tell you that you will
not see me any more, from now on until you say: “Blessed is he who comes in the
name of Jehovah!” Jesus will make it clear that he is king in heaven when he carries
out Jehovah's judgments on Satan's world, which includes "he who is opposed to the
law."
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
I think this site is made to grow, as you say, Burt, because when you have a question
that is worth thinking about, Robert, bother answering it or putting you a verse to
follow up on your question, then it's up to you to accept it or not and you shouldn't go
to an elders council and risk being le out I don't think you "worship" it but that you
value his knowledge and respect his thoughts is totally diﬀerent, Burt. Of course, you
should not impose your ideas and rather remain reasonable.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
May your love be without hypocrisy. Hate what is mean; hold on to what is good. But
the wicked and the impostors will go from bad to worse, deceiving and being misled.
But now I am writing to you to stop keeping company with someone called a brother
who is sexually immoral or a greedy person or an idolater or an insulting or a
drunkard or an extortionist, not even to eat with such a man. Because what do I have
to do with judging those on the outside? Don't you judge those on the inside while
God judges those on the outside? “Get the bad guy out of the middle. By wisdom a
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house is built. And by discernment, it is secure. So each of us will give an account of
himself to God.
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
These facts are filthy, vile, sordid and unworthy of a human creature towards a child
or adult. However, a er six millennia, how man still has not understood that we must
follow the example of Jehovah and his Christ. Instead, the elders judge or determine
whether a person can stay in the congregation. Jesus told us to wait for his Kingdom,
not the one announced from 1914 to this day.
5
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H.R. 127: A New Bill In Congress Would Literally End Your 2nd
Amendment Rights Permanently
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
There you go, Brother Ken, we had already discussed weapons, isn't it.
1
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Where is your coating of plaster?
Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 8 months ago
The problems are planetary, brother, Carl, and we know the reasons, his end is near
so our problems will be even bigger and we do not imagine when he is fallen from
heaven, his violence on earth. We know where our trust must be, courage brother.
Repentance should be generalized under the sun but they do not know God and will
not repent. They also did not repent of their murders, their spiritualistic practices,
their immoral sexual acts, or their the s. Revelation 9.21
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 8 months ago
a real headache, dear brother, I even think that the results are more obvious with the
non-JW, The accuser of our brothers is very very strong in cunning and slander, it is a
sad reality, I still have the hope that the eyes of our brothers will open as for the
apostle Saul of Tarsus because many are naive but sincere.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
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Therefore, let whoever thinks he is standing be careful not to fall.
All the temptations you have experienced are common to all humans. But God is
faithful; he will not allow you to be tempted beyond what you can bear, and when
temptation arises, he will also prepare the way out, so that you can endure it.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Don't change Kevin, we will have our test just like the JWs, we continue to trust our
God and his coming kingdom




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 8 months ago
Carl, it's good for what you describe that many people on this site are disappointed
with our brothers but Jehovah knows very well what he wants and what he is doing,
just like Jesus, the big crowd is thanks to Jehovah and his kingdom.
6





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 8 months ago
A war from heaven is not impossible with these globalists bewitched by the Devil,
Ken, it is not madness and it is perhaps an additional possibility to take world power
especially in relation to the great powers of the world and of more the bible speaks in
several places of the fire coming from the skies .....?
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
Our greatest diﬀiculty in the world of wicked power will be to preserve the word of
God until the system of things is abolished. Many will have to demonstrate by their
actions that Jehovah and his son are definitely anchored in our hearts because the
destroyer will have for ultimate goal to destroy all souls which will not want to accept
his ideology since his end is determined by the time fixed by our God. . Therefore,
whether you eat, drink, or do something else, do everything to the glory of God. Avoid
becoming stumbling blocks for Jews and Greeks alike and for the congregation of
God
5
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Discussion on e-Watchman
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21 comments

A er the Watchtower Society
Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
In this article, which is excellent as usual Robert tells us that the Watchtower
represents itself as the ark of modern times, it has of course achieved a large part of
the humble devotees over the past hundred years, which is when even an honorable
result in Jehovah's eyes because we must not forget that only a remnant will
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represent the true ark in the time of the end which will bring us the kingdom of God
and all the blessings that humanity has been waiting for for millennia. Arise, O
Jehovah, to come to your resting place, you and the Ark of your strength. May your
priests be clothed with righteousness and may your faithful shout for joy.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Burt, a follow-up to your excellent thoughts Choose my discipline over money,
knowledge over finer gold. Hold discipline firmly; don't let go. Keep it, for it will give
you life.
1





ViewView in discussion
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62 comments

Jehovah is a God of Judgment
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Of course Kevin, let Jehovah decide for our brothers, we know his judgment will be
impartial.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
The Watchtower article is really impeccable, a few years ago that I had read it and
thanks to this rereading the question 1914 is very well explained by the writings that
Robert selected, thank you Kevin, because with what I learn with you the light
becomes clearer.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Hello Burt, I don't know if you understood my comment that I sent you because the
translation was diﬀerent from my expression, this is one reason why face to face is
very important for all spiritual discussions. Also we have a diﬀerent language and the
same disability, speaking of deafness because I became hard of hearing due to an
illness. the question you ask about the watchtower makes sense. So I think Jehovah
is waiting for us to be before him for our judgment and without the presence of Satan
because his purpose is really to separate us from Jehovah. Our judgment will be face
to face, our heart will be open and without intervention of the devil because sin will
be removed during the thousand years for the knowledge of our God Jehovah
through Jesus his son and as well as the elect who will have removed sin of the world
by the final test to attain Jehovah's purpose.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
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It's true, I found that Robert's first articles are more precise because at the beginning
of his site he was very focused on highlighting the writings and it is really worth rereading them. behind the TJs who practice Bible studies for years. Do not forget that I
am at the base catholic and I am getting closer and closer to the TJ thanks to this site
where we can discuss the scriptures
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Thank you Kevin, I will reread them before resuming the Bible
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
I may have valid reasoning, Burt, Jesus when he did his ministry, he did it on behalf of
his father (his organization was his father) and when he was put to death, at the time
of surrender his spirit to God, it was abandoned for a while, just as we will be alone
before Jehovah at the time of our death (no more organization) for you to judge
whether my reasoning is valid.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 8 months ago
Burt, I think you shouldn't dismiss the fact that you are Jehovah's Witnesses because
our God knows you better than everyone around you and he is the only one who
reads your heart, and knows everything you feel. His love for all of these creatures is
priceless, far more than gold or silver. His fidelity, his justice, his love, his truth is
immeasurable. Ask and you receive, I don't have to teach you Burt.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Hello Kevin, I recognize that you are a fervent worshiper of Jehovah and Jesus Christ
his son, and what you say about the Watchtower is true but let's not forget that
Jehovah is leading them as he will lead the eighth king at his end. In my opinion, we
must accept his way of acting and we must give him time to complete his plan and we
will no longer have these bad reflections on our brothers who are as in all
congregations of the world dominated by this sin which is here. pride and the power
of man over man. Jehovah in the midst of it is righteous; he does not do any harm.
Morning a er morning he makes his judgments known, as invariably as the day
breaks. But the unjust knows no shame. How great are your works, O Jehovah! How
deep are your thoughts.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
It is unthinkable for a single moment that the righteous and the wicked have the
same judgment. We are all imperfect and we make mistakes. Let's do all we can to
solve the problem by applying Bible principles, and then let him deal with the
situation. As long as we live in this wicked world, we are bound to suﬀer injustices.
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Remember those who are leading you, who have spoken the word of God to you, and,
as you carefully observe the result of their conduct, imitate their faith. This is proof of
the righteous judgment of God, and it will cause you to be judged worthy of the
kingdom of God, for which you are truly suﬀering.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 8 months ago
brother JMJ, I am of the same opinion
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188 comments

He will appear and bring you joy
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
it is true that it is necessary to check on several Bibles because each organism tries to
assert its interpretation, this is one of the reasons that Jehovah will introduce his
truth into the hearts of men, hence the reason for the thousand years for the future
generation a er the test because Satan will be imprisoned and will no longer have
power over any human being.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 8 months ago
Hello Burt, I don't know if you understood my comment that I sent you because the
translation was diﬀerent from my expression, this is one reason why face to face is
very important for all spiritual discussions. Also we have a diﬀerent language and the
same disability, speaking of deafness because I became hard of hearing due to an
illness. the question you ask about the watchtower makes sense. So I think Jehovah
is waiting for us to be before him for our judgment and without the presence of Satan
because his purpose is really to separate us from Jehovah. Our judgment will be face
to face, our heart will be open and without intervention of the devil because sin will
be removed during the thousand years for the knowledge of our God Jehovah
through Jesus his son and as well as the elect who will have removed sin of the world
by the final test to attain Jehovah's purpose.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 8 months ago
Your story reminds me of my journey to know the word of God and for several years I
debated with my brothers at work. then with the evolution of the internet, I searched
and it is true that the sites on Christendom are innumerable and you have to be very
careful and to control and verify everything because you can very easily be misled. I
was fortunate that my brothers had informed me well, and by seeing them daily I
could see that they were honest and loyal to Jehovah. Over time, I realized that 1914
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was a mistake. One day I came across this site and it amply convinced me. Robert
knows very well how much, I thank him. However, my knowledge is not equivalent to
a true faithful witness but by following this site and their very good comments, I
continue to grow brother JMJ.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
None of us can fully understand how this selection works, let alone control it. Neither
the one who plants is anything nor the one who waters, but God who makes it grow.
King Solomon aptly described the situation, saying, “You do not know the work of the
true God, who does all things. In the morning sow your seed and until the evening do
not let your hand rest; for you do not know where this will succeed, here or there, or
whether both will be equally good. (Ecclesiastes 11.5,6). So even if an anointed
Christian has been chosen or called to go to heaven, he will only get his reward if he
remains faithful.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 8 months ago
A cra sman uses his hands and fingers to accomplish his work. Jehovah uses his
spirit to create the universe, the bible, qualities of the spirit such as: love, joys, peace,
patience, benevolence, goodness, faith, meekness, self-control. Without forgetting
the blessings thanks to Jesus guided by the holy spirit (On him will rest the spirit of
Jehovah, Isaiah 11.2). Christ, along with his assistants, will also continue the program
of spiritual instruction that he initiated 2,000 years ago. Thus will be fulfilled the
words of Isaiah 11: 9: “The earth shall be filled with the knowledge of Jehovah as the
waters cover the sea.” Certainly, like us, these brethren are imperfect. But if we accept
their loving guidance, we will will attract Jehovah's blessing. — Heb. 13: 7, 17.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Your articles have really changed my perception of scripture and shows us the way
forward, thank you Robert
8
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62 comments

Jehovah is a God of Judgment
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
I am sending you to rebellious, stubborn-hearted sons, and you should say to them,
“This is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah says.” Indeed, they had rejected my rules,
they had not obeyed my decrees and they had desecrated my sabbaths, because
their hearts were attached to their loathsome idols "But I had pity on them, and I did
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not have them. not made them disappear, no, I did not destroy them. If anyone wants
to do their will, they will know whether the teaching is from God or whether what I am
saying is from myself. On all my mountains I will call for a sword to strike him,
declares the Sovereign Lord Jehovah. Each man will brandish his sword against his
brother. I will carry out the condemnation on him with an epidemic and bloodshed.
And I will bring down torrential rain, hailstones, fire and brimstone upon him, his
soldiers, and the many peoples who will be with him. Truly, I will grow up, sanctify
myself, and make myself known before the eyes of many nations. And truly they will
know that I am Jehovah.
2
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Baseball legend Hank Aaron dies two weeks a er receiving
coronavirus vaccinate during publicity stunt
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
My opinion Ken on this vaccine, we cannot be sure about the timing of the globalists,
but maybe they are using the elderly to test the eﬀicacy of the products used in the
vaccine.
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Discussion on e-Watchman
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48 comments

How dare you crush my people!
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
The world which is preparing, will never return to the life of before, the god of
fortresses (high finance or globalists) already has all the cards in hand to crush the
world on his power and our brothers as well as the whole world are already under his
influence, the presidential election proved to us how easily we are subjected to this
god of finance. The bible informs us that a push from the King of the South would
occur, so has it already happened with the 4 years of Trump or should we still wait,
that is the question.
2
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Questions concerning the king of the north
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
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This article on the King of the North is timely, a er an incredible election and a
"puppet" president, one more, a er Trump for having deceived and Biden for
cheating, high finance continues its road to this eighth king and prepares the ways
towards "Armaguedon" final. then comes the day of rest for Jehovah, his son and his
Saints. Before all these events, of course, the realization of the push of Daniel 11:40.
Thanks Robert, a golden article.
2
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How much influence does Satan have over Jehovah’s Witnesses?
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 9 months ago
really an excellent answer, Kévin




ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman
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110 comments

Go into your inner rooms until the wrath has passed by
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
We must place our trust, as you said brother Carl, in Jehovah and Christ, the rest will
be done in due course, he warned us that no one knows neither the hour nor the day,
not even Christ . We have just had confirmation yet and yet there were many signs.
The devil knows that we are waiting for the prophecies to come true and it is a
negative power that tries to discourage huge numbers of the faithful. Remember that
this can also serve as a test for Jehovah. Let us think about our ancestors, how many
had to endure before the fulfillment of several prophecies of the past. Courage for all
our brothers too, let's wait patiently.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Good advice from Luke for the board of directors of our brothers: No one can be the
slave of two masters: either he will hate one and love the other, or he will cling to one
and despise the one. 'other. You cannot be slaves of God and Money. Let's be clear
and honest, this advice will not be followed by the Wachtower. Too bad, Too bad, Too
bad.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Luis Altj7 • 9 months ago
sí, hermano, nuestras esperanzas están puestas en "su palabra" la cumplimos hasta
que decide que ha llegado su hora. Dios te bendiga, Luis.
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ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Luis Altj7 • 9 months ago
You are quite right, Luis, but we are on the lookout for the prophecy of the "king of
the north" and we know: We cannot know the time or the day since only Jehovah
knows it. In faith, all these died without having received the fulfillment of the
promises; but they saw them from afar and greeted them, and they publicly declared
that they were foreigners and temporary residents in the country. At that time his
voice shook the earth, but now he has promised, “Once again, I will shake not only
the earth but also the sky. ".
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
great, the guitars, thank you Burt, the good times, the Belle Epoque ......
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The great crowd who come out of the great tribulation
Genco Giuseppe > Rea TurRee • 9 months ago
Sister Rea, I totally agree with you, thank you for encouraging us for the prayers:
Rejoice in hope. Endure in hardship. Persevere in prayer. Romans 12.12.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 9 months ago
Of course, brother, we are in great need of encouragement because we notice it in all
the earthly sphere, the struggle for power is tumultuous and merciless, with regard to
the king of the North and the king of the South especially. Something big this year is
brewing, a spark or a little oil on the fire. However, brother, it is Jehovah who decides,
we, we only see signs, we will see ...
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 9 months ago
Perhaps an approach similar to your reasoning Bonnie and Barry: For the undeserved
kindness of God has been manifested, bringing salvation to all kinds of men, Titus.
2.11.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 9 months ago
With the love of his neighbor and true justice we obtain: For you are not a God who
takes pleasure in wickedness, no bad man can stay with you. No arrogant can stand in
your presence. You hate all who do bad things; you will kill those who tell lies.
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Jehovah hates violent and deceptive people. By following these two commandments,
we are on the right track.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 9 months ago
We must support each other so that we are not surprised by the cataclysm that will
suddenly happen, really we must have great trust in Jehovah and pray a lot during
this waiting for the coming paradise, dear brothers and sisters. May God help us and
protect us because nothing will be the same until the prophecies are fulfilled.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 9 months ago
Very well said, brother: Do not worry about anything, but in everything, by prayer and
supplication with thanks, make your requests known to God.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 9 months ago
Let us be patient and courageous, put our trust in him, brother. But be careful with
yourself, so that your hearts do not become heavy with overeating, overindulging in
drinking and the worries of life, and so that suddenly this day does not surprise you
like a trap. For he will come on all the inhabitants of the whole earth. So stay awake
and beg constantly for success in escaping whatever has to happen and standing up
before the Son of Man "
5





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Guest • 9 months ago
competition




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Guest • 9 months ago
Actually I put "concurrency" and it translated "competition", so to speak the same
thing, Brother Ken. Jehovah bless you, brother and all the saints on this site.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 9 months ago
Let us be patient and courageous, put our trust in him, brother. For God so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten Son, that all who exercise faith in him may not
be destroyed but have eternal life.
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Global Persecution: The Number Of Christians Killed For Their
Faith Increased By 60 Percent In Just One Year
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Obviously nothing will be denounced by these earthly monsters because only
domination and power is the only goal, so we have a carbon copy reserved for us by
the master of darkness to come in his final period.
1
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The great crowd who come out of the great tribulation
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
On this site, we have learned that the tribulation comes before the decisive 42
months when we will have the 2 kingdoms in competition, so we must encourage
each other because only Jehovah knows those who will come out of the great
tribulation that will be interrupted. Let us pray and repent, especially let us have this
hope, faith and joy to be part of the Kingdom of God to come. You know indeed that it
was not with perishable things, with silver or gold, that you were delivered from the
kind of futile life handed down to you by your ancestors. No, but it is with precious
blood, like that of a flawless and spotless lamb, the blood of Christ. May your
kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven.
15
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107 comments

Podcast #81
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
It may be interesting, brother, I don't know if you've read it?
https://richardsonpost.com/...
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1361 comments

Biden Vows to Destroy Small Businesses with $15 Per Hour
Federal Minimum Wage (VIDEO)
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Well said, brother, it's getting closer and closer. In a few days, we'll see more clearly.
1
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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

97 comments

Prove yourself faithful even to death
Genco Giuseppe > noname • 9 months ago
To please Jehovah, we must seek and verify all things, without forgetting to love our
neighbor as Jesus commanded us, nameless brother.
1
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The Great Debate About America’s Future
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
This "got question" is a site I use to check out all the questions that came into my
head for my Bible research. Now, our brother Robert’s site has really convinced me
and I am extremely happy to meet commentators who are really trying to please
Jehovah and his Son. This article is excellent. God bless you brother Ken.
1
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Prove yourself faithful even to death
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
We know the whole world is under the thumb of demons, one of their tricks is to
make those who are on their side look like servants of God. (What was sown by the
roadside is someone who hears the word of the Kingdom, but who does not
understand it. Then the wicked one comes and tears up what was sown in his heart).
The son of God will destroy the works of the devil. But according to his promise, we
are waiting for a new heaven and a new earth in which righteousness will dwell, and
you have made them a kingdom and priests for our God, and they are to be kings and
rule the earth. My tent will be with them; I will be their God, and they will be my
people.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Even though Satan the Devil reigns: All the inhabitants of the earth are nothing before
him, and he acts as he pleases with the host of heaven and the inhabitants of the
earth. And there is no one who can stop him from taking action or say, "What have
you done?" . Even though a man is planning his route in his heart, it is Jehovah who
directs his steps. Jehovah is not slow to fulfill his promise, as some think, but he is
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patient with you, for he does not want even one destroyed, but he wants all to come
to repentance. Our test is approaching, it is up to us to pass it.
3
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Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
really an impressive photo of the Vatican room in this article
2
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President Kennedy Asked the FBI to Look Into Speaker Pelosi's
Father for Connections to the Mob - Documents Quietly…
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Surely you are right, brother, this is surely the next step and can be a massacre to
blame Trump. Jehovah is even using the plots against his people for his purpose, we
know this is not the first time. We will see, brother, patiently wait for Jehovah to
decide
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Unhappy to discuss weapons for democracy, but this is the end point for coming into
dictatorship a er a little tribulation before or at the same time financial and
economic collapse, brother.
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The Only Solution To America’s Problems Is Jesus
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
How much truth in this article, brother, we know and believe what Jehovah did with
the Babylonian king.
1
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You will wail because of a broken spirit
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
Burt, I'm really happy and really prayed for you to come back to the site.
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Genco Giuseppe > Carl • 9 months ago
excellent reasoning, Carl
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Barnaby, our prayers have been answered, thank you
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Anonymous-DR • 9 months ago
Anonymous D.R, god bless you. Whoever recognizes that Jesus is the Son of God, God
remains in union with him and he in union with God.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Lazio • 9 months ago
Lazio, god bless you. Whoever recognizes that Jesus is the Son of God, God remains in
union with him and he in union with God.
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
We come to the agony of the "system of things" and the change announced by the
apostles and the rest of the 144,000, much of it has run its course and eagerly
awaiting the arrival of our king's reign. During this time the sealing ends with the
arrival of the tumult or tribulation which will be cut short. the final is being prepared
on both sides, Evil is almost ready for the event and Good is refining its team as the
decisive and momentous meeting approaches for humanity. The arbiter (Jehovah) of
the meeting patiently awaits the start of the confrontation. This struggle is not a piece
of cake but the result of man's choice of * free will * in Eden. What purpose ? So that
as sin reigned with death, so also undeserved kindness reigns through righteousness
which leads to eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. Romain 5 and chapter 22
“Yes, I come quickly" Amen, come Lord Jesus ".
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
news warns us that Pence would be hated on wednesday, can they do it?
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Genco Giuseppe > e.v.g • 9 months ago
Very nice words. evg
2
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Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
A er the revelation of Christ to John, Satan succeeded with great ease in deceiving
and paganizing the world with the disappearance of the apostles of Christ, of these
disciples and especially the lack of education of the peoples of the time, he
practically did disappear the "good news" announced during this first century.
Incredibly, a er two millennia and near maximum education on the planet, this devil
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has still managed to find himself in the midst of the temple and holy place of God.
Despite all this deception and lies, Jehovah will carry out his purpose. He who is of
God listens to the words of God. That’s why you don’t listen, because you’re not of
God. "




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
B.B., we are in this world that is ending: the bigger the lies, the more the population
accepts them, Deep reality.
3
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In the time of the end…a pushing
Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • 9 months ago
Exactly, Robert, he tries to make him look crazy or unfit as president




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
news warns us Trump would be fired by Pence on Wednesday, can they do it?
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
If Jehovah gives us this chance, we take it right away and he will decide for the
number of years, as short as possible, dear Brother Ken.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Brother Ken, you are older than me, I never would have thought. maybe we will meet
one day. God bless you, brother and all the people who hope in him.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
brother, we are in this world that is ending: the bigger the lies, the more the
population accepts them, Deep reality.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
On this side of the planet, Trump really is an evil person to the media and he is a sore
loser, Brother Ken, as I explained in another comment with Robert's little phrase
"there is a war for your mind" and this verse of Isaiah 5:20 is really on the agenda. I
have a quick question for our brother Robert, is Satan being thrown to earth or are we
waiting for the economic system to collapse, seeing the current events in the United
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States and the corrupt media all over the planet, how we can discern the true and
false. it becomes diﬀicult for a simple citizen.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Barnaby, The behavior of the stupid is right in his eyes; the wise man, he listens to
advice. (proverbs 18.7)




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
By the turn of the millennium, Anglo-American intelligence agencies had become
virtually indistinguishable (I have seen it all, and my heart has examined any work
that is done under the sun, during the time when man dominated man for his
misfortune). If Trump brings the Special Forces and Marines against the empire that
controls them, the response will surely be an overwhelming wave of violence. (This
futile thing happens on earth: the righteous are treated as though they have done
wickedly, and the wicked are treated as if they have done righteousness. I say that too
is futile.). Then we will know for sure that the end time has begun. And from that
moment everything will change. (He made everything beautiful at the right time. He
even put eternity in human hearts; yet they will never discover the work of the true
God from start to finish.)
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • 9 months ago
Robert, with pleasure with all my heart
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
This little phrase from Robert's excellent article sums up the bible or our six thousand
year history * there is a war for your mind *. We cannot thank enough, our creator
"Jehovah and his Son" for the love, loyalty, joy, happiness, pleasure, patience, justice
towards these unfaithful and rebellious living creatures of the present time. However,
you live, not according to the flesh, but according to the spirit, if truly the spirit of God
dwells in you. Now, if anyone does not have the spirit of Christ, he is not Christ's
(Romans 8: 9)
3





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

118 comments

In the time of the end…a pushing
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
At this point in time, we cannot be mistaken about what the whole world is going to
have to endure through the politicians and world governments who have sold us like
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"cooking meat" for the devil's benefit. The time appointed by Jehovah is fast
approaching. Let’s be ready and light our lamps, brethren, the kettle is ready to boil,
put our trust in Jehovah and his son definitely, his reign is before the door. However, I
say it to you, all the other members of the assembly of Thyatira, you who do not
follow this teaching, you who have not learned what some call the 'deep things of
Satan': I do not put no further burden on you. Only stay with what you have, until I
come. Revelation 2.24.25
5





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

135 comments

What will you do on the day of reckoning?
Genco Giuseppe > Revv_zone • 9 months ago
It is true that all the leaders of the "nations" have seen what is happening in "Egypt"
now and are awaiting the final outcome of the struggle between the king of the
"South" and the king of the "North". The king of the "North" subjugates the king of
the "South" and the "Tribulation" would begin with the economic collapse. Then the
rise to power of the eighth king ......




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Weapons should not exist in the whole world, it is the opinion of all our brothers and
in principle, all Christian people, our king demonstrated it very well during his arrest.
"Egypt" is one of the last countries in the world to sell weapons freely. This important
detail should be the main focus for the coming government and will surely be the
trigger to bring about a civil war in the United States. Let us never forget that in all
global protests to change or improve human rights, the police are armed and
protected. In the United States you can be armed against the police.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 9 months ago
Right, Mick, more precisely "nation against nation" because if it starts in "Egypt", in
my opinion, the world will follow because you start with a snowball and it ends with
an avalanche.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • 9 months ago
Quite true, Mick, Ezekiel is an important part of our history as well as all the prophets
of the past, and the best part is that our future was already announced at that time.
How can you still doubt Jehovah? May his Kingdom come ......
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 9 months ago
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Excellent reminder, Kevin, Ezekiel is one of the first exiles before the destruction of
the temple by Nabuconosor, a few years later in Babylon, he learned that the temple
was completely destroyed. Much like our present expectation of the tribulation to
come. amazing similarity. For still "a very little time", and "he who is coming will
come, and he will not delay". Hebrews 10:37
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Strongly, may this reign of lies come to an end. For the true God will judge every
action, including everything hidden, to know whether it is good or bad (Ecclesiastes
12:14). Jehovah says: “For this is the covenant that I will make with the people of
Israel a er those days: I will put my laws in their minds, and I will write them in their
hearts. Yes, I will become their God, and they will become my people.
5





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

93 comments

According to their desire to have their ears tickled
Genco Giuseppe > Luis Meriño Vásquez • 9 months ago
Luis, you are surely right, this confinement reduced a maximum of relations between
families around the world, I compare the T.J. to a big family too because human
contact is very important for preaching and our tyrants use this confinement to
demolish what remains of a society or human family. their goal is simple, to hold
people on a leash until economic collapse and wreak havoc on the whole world,
reduce the population and prepare the Eighth King for the final test.




ViewView in discussion

Discussion on The Gateway Pundit

•

437 comments

Kenosha DA Announces No Charges will be Filed Against Police
O icers in Jacob Blake Shooting – National Guard on Standby
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
brother, I think you are right, seeing the images of the capitol and all the protesters
entering with such ease inside the building, I thought to myself "it reminds me of
2001 with the ease for planes to destroy the towers binoculars "incredible, the next
step" to disarm the population for security and save democracy "it seems obvious.
the civil war is approaching, remember you are one of the few countries where the
sale of weapons is free.
1





ViewView in discussion
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
We know it, brother, it will come true




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Biden or Trump or any other puppet will point us to Jehovah's purpose, he will
always be the adversary of God, we know where we need to put our trust. Brother
Ken, it’s the end result that matters even though we suﬀer from all these injustices,
inequalities, wickedness and the list goes on. What must our ancestors think, nothing
has been accomplished for millennia and we will (maybe) be the generation that will
see what our ancestors would have liked to see done back then. What the Law was
unable to do because it was powerless because of the flesh, God did by sending his
own Son in the likeness of sin thirsty flesh to do away with sin. He thus condemned
sin in the flesh, so that we may fulfill the righteous requirement of the Law by acting,
not according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
The worst will be in the future, Brother Ken
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Le pire sera pour l’avenir, frère Ken




ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

166 comments

How much influence does Satan have over Jehovah’s Witnesses?
Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 9 months ago
Bonnie, reading again, I realized that I put in brackets (revelation 13.9) sorry but it is
Revelation 3.10
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 9 months ago
From what I understand on this site, Bonnie




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 9 months ago
Yes, the material has been well assimilated on this site, Bonnie. The tribulation is
expected to begin with the economic collapse of society or a possible civil war in the
land of Egypt represented by the United States at the time of the end. Which would
produce general chaos in the world and the disappearance of a good part of the world
population hence the tribulation cut short (Matthew 24.22, Mark 13.20). Then the
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start of the 42 months kicks in, with the rise of the beast from the abyss (birth of the
eighth king) and the parousia (Revelation 13,9). during this period, the choice of the
beast or God for the rest of the inhabitants of the world and the death of the elect
before Armaguedon. The duration of the shortened tribulation is not known.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Originally, the Devil was a faithful angel, but "he did not stand firm in the truth" (John
8:44). He became a liar and rebelled against God.
However, the inspired word clearly says that in the future, because they will pay
attention to deceptive inspired statements and teachings of demons, some will
forsake the faith, dragged down by the hypocrisy of men who tell lies. , whose
consciousness is as if branded with a hot iron (1 timothy 4.1,2). A er a shortened
tribulation, humanity will face a 42-month test and force all people to make a
definitive choice between God and Satan. When the time appointed by Jehovah is
reached, he will send our king Jesus Christ and his angels, finally "The matter of Satan
will serve as a benchmark for eternity." May your kingdom come. May your will be
done on earth as it is in heaven.
5





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on The Gateway Pundit

•

899 comments

'You Must Take the Vaccine": Giggling Joe and Jill Biden's New
Year's Dud Interview
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
a very good explanation of the last times appointed by Jehovah, brother
1





ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman
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116 comments

The tail of the Dragon casts down a third of the stars
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 9 months ago
Excellent Kévin, we are happy to have you
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
Merci,Burt
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
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Burt, I know and recognize that you are a humble and sincere person, but for us it is
important that this site is made up of people who are able to straighten us out when
we make a mistake, this is the sense in which you are a " centerpiece ", don't take it
badly, we appreciate you in a good way and not in the form of idolatry, my words are
honest and sincere. Thanks for your advice, Burt, I'll take it into account.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 9 months ago
Dear Brother Ronb60, I understand you and agree with you about the scriptures that
Robert teaches us. Let’s not forget the centerpieces of this site which are: Kevin, Burt
and Ken who also provide us with food through their enriching comments. May
Jehovah bless this site and protect all readers who follow it.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
It is true that we must remain humble (Proverbs 15.33), but how can we fail to
recognize that Robert's site allows us to learn the Holy Scriptures with its guarded
secrets. Peter confirms: No, it is not by basing ourselves on skilfully invented fables
that we have made known to you the power and the presence of our Lord Jesus
Christ, but it is because we have seen his splendor with our own For, for the sake of
Christ, you have been given the privilege not only to put your faith in him, but also to
suﬀer for him. It is granted * to you to understand the holy secrets of the kingdom of
God. But to others, all of these things are just examples. So even if they look, they
don't see anything, and even if they hear, they don't understand.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Jehovah our father to all
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 9 months ago
One of my favorite articles to reason against the Watchtower's hold on our brethren
by adding the ridiculous realization of the seven thousand killed in the Grand Climax.
Super Kevin.
4
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93 comments

According to their desire to have their ears tickled
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
In addition, the good news must first be preached to all nations. The Watchtower's
suppression of door to door is further proof that the final outcome of Jehovah's
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purpose is upon us. This is Jehovah's gate. The righteous will pass through it Psalm
118.20
3
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67 comments

You will be hated on account of my name
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
May each of us do what pleases our neighbor for his good, to make him grow. I thank
Jehovah our fathers all for meeting on Robert's site and his loyal commentators. The
future glory of this house will be greater than its past glory, ”says Jehovah of hosts.
“'And in this place I will establish peace,' declares Jehovah of hosts. For the Son of
man is to come in the glory of his Father with his angels, and then he will give each
one what he deserves according to his conduct.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
As the Law was given through Moses, undeserved kindness and truth came through
Jesus Christ. so also Christ was oﬀered once for all in order to bear the sins of many;
and the second time that he appears, it will be outside of sin, and he will be seen by
those who long for him for their salvation. The discerning will shine as bright as the
dome of heaven, and those who bring the multitude to righteousness will shine like
the stars forever. At that time, the righteous will shine as bright as the sun in their
Father's kingdom. Let him who has ears listen. May your kingdom come. May your will
be done on earth as it is in heaven.
3





ViewView in discussion
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9 comments

The End of a Delusion Is at Hand
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
Hello Burt, I admire your ease in getting your point across, you really are an
interesting and highly educated character, I thank Jehovah for directing me to this
site.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
My path is totally diﬀerent from yours and most of the people on this site, dear
brother Ken. Because my parents were Catholic and I remember that on Sundays, I
went to mass, I already had the fear of God despite not knowing the Bible about
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Jehovah and his son. When I got married, we started a study with a friend of my wife's
faith grew and I was intrigued by 1914 and the year and 1975 and the calculation of
the seven times, the life of a couple made sure that we stop studying and the
problems of work and finance. Jehovah knows the heart and always guides his
disciples. meeting two TJ brothers at work changed my life in the 90s, I am
summarizing because I could write a book about it, my brothers have become almost
"blood brothers" our debates on the scriptures were much deeper and instructive. My
research on the 1914 biblical chronology was not in vain especially with the evolution
of the internet, even the found and erroneous evidence of the WT did not convince
my brothers (the board of directors is above all) , very sad My research is directed
towards the scriptures, I read the bible and compared it with other Bibles and other
religions like Protestants, Evangelicals, Mormons and one day I came across an article
by Robert "war is inevitable" since 2014-15, I follow this site and I am very grateful for
it and I continue to learn through comments and internal discussions between
humble believers sincere towards Jehovah and the kingdom of his coming son.
Brethren, I love the T.J. even though I am very reluctant to the Board of Directors
playing and manipulating the humble, sincere brethren and dedicating their entire
lives to Jehovah and his son Jesus, our Savior of mankind.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
The first time I heard about Jehovah was in the 1970s, I was very young and it is true
that he was preaching the end of the system of things as the year 1975 approached,
with As I grew older, I realized that these brave brothers had tremendous courage,
humility, sincerity, love and faith in Jehovah and his son. However, even a er this
error in prophecy, the Watchtower never questioned itself and continued to live in lies
and slather a whitewashed wall. As a result, many stumbled and others sought the
true word of God. Seekers of truth, through steadfast love for Jehovah have prayed
and understood the secrets kept by Jehovah at the end time. Jehovah is kind to him
who hopes in him, to him who seeks him tirelessly. It is good to silently wait for
"Jehovah to save." For he who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who
knocks it will be opened.
2





ViewView in discussion
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75 comments

Is this what apostasy looks like?
Genco Giuseppe > Revv_zone • 9 months ago
Thank you Rvv.zone, I know, that England (the city of London) is playing spoilers with
all the countries of the world and is at the root of the coming disaster on the whole
planet and that the separation from England and the EU is a strategy for destroying
nation states to conclude with a new world order in the final age of humanity bringing
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us back to the time of the Tower of Babel with direct confrontation with our almighty
God Jehovah. For Jehovah is our Judge, Jehovah is our Lawgiver, Jehovah is our King;
he is the one who will save us.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 9 months ago
As you say, Burt, let's wait for his judgment day, good evening.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 9 months ago
You're right, brother, nothing more important than learning
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Governing Body




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 9 months ago
My comment was poorly explained by my fault because Jehovah's abandonment was
for the GB and not our TJ brothers and I meant in the spiritual sense. The GB does not
describe the truth that Robert explains to us, it is in this sense that my comment
should pass. Either way, brother, I gladly accept his rebuke.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Robert King • 9 months ago
Thanks Robert, I'm glad you straighten me out when I'm wrong.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
My personal opinion of the Watchtower is simple. Since 1991, the period of the
Watchtower and U.N.'s sexual immorality announcement. and all those years spent
with the pedophilia scandals, the sales of buildings belonging to the congregations
and to God. Our majestic Jehovah has permanently abandoned the Watchtower and
its gurus or dictators of Sodom as you explain in the article. The apostle Mark wrote.
In addition, the good news must first be preached to all nations. This prophecy is in
the process of being fulfilled and of course we do not know the precise moment nor
the hour but current events in the world confirm this to us. Hear my prayer, O
Jehovah, hear my cry for help. Don't be indiﬀerent to my tears. Because I am just a
foreign resident for you, a passing traveler, like all my ancestors.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
What is your thinking, Burt, on the deal between the European Union and England
(Brexit)?
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Discussion on Natural News

•

167 comments

Situation Update, Dec. 26th – Treasonous Army generals fear
Trump’s “militia option” … because the militia option is…
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Yes, brother, half is more or less in agreement and the other party absolutely does not
want it but the media is pushing for the vaccination and they are praising it, even
Macron (little Rothschild protege) imitated Trump by making us believing he had the
covid, the lies, always the lies, my impression is that when that kicks in with you, the
snowball eﬀect will kick in. And consider that the patience of our Lord is salvation, as
our beloved brother Paul also wrote to you according to the wisdom given to him.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 9 months ago
Dear brother, you make me happy to read your comments .....
1
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9 comments

The Seed and the Serpent
Genco Giuseppe > Guest • 9 months ago
Thanks Kevin for the reminder of the article, reasonably, how our brothers T.J. don't
bother to control the scriptures like the Bereans back then
2
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19 comments

The Coming of Christ & the Flash Flood
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
I will try in one of your new articles, I will see if on the new article there will be the
comments part




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
Robert, I was able to comment thanks to an old article and when I pick up the article
to comment. , I don't know how to comment anymore. weird, really weird. On the last
article of the apostasy, I can no longer comment




ViewView in discussion
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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

11 comments

Astonishing Desolation to Come
Genco Giuseppe • 9 months ago
I can no longer comment on the site. Are you Robert?




ViewView in discussion

Discussion on e-Watchman

•

121 comments

You will hear a word behind you
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
We are sure, Kevin, his wall is not Whitewashed, the diﬀerence is huge between his
teaching and that of most congregations on this planet, Robert will never place
himself above Jehovah and his son, this is due to his humility and exemplary
sincerity, we owe him respect and thank Jehovah for having placed a guardian who
guides us to promote his biblical teaching to our neighbor.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Burt, what you say touches me deep in my soul, thank you
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
This is exactly what revolts me, dear brothers
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Dear Kevin, my greatest wish I can give to our brothers T.J. and every Christian who
loves God sincerely is the following: Ananias therefore departed and, when he
entered the house, he laid his hands on him, saying: "Saul, my brother, the Lord
Jesus, who appeared to you on the road by which you came, sent me to regain your
sight and be filled with holy spirit. And immediately some kind of scales fell from his
eyes, and he regained his sight. So he arose and was baptized; then he ate and
regained his strength.
He stayed a few days with the disciples who were in Damascus, and he soon began to
preach in the synagogues about Jesus, proclaiming that he is the Son of God.
Everyone who heard him was amazed and said, "Isn't this the man who violently
persecuted those in Jerusalem who call on this name? Did he not come here to arrest
them and hand them over to the chief priests? But Saul was gaining more and more
power, and as he logically proved Jesus to be the Christ, he puzzled the Jews who
lived in Damascus.
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2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Sorry Kevin, but sometimes the translation from French to English gives a diﬀerent
expression to my comment, strongly the return of the unique language on earth as
the period before the Tower of Babel.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
There you go, as Kevin promised, I just read Robert’s article on the Watchtower's
apologies to its followers. It is to our brother's credit for having published it and we
recognize his humility, his sincerity and his love for the brothers whom he has worked
with for countless years in the service of Jehovah. However, the hypocrisy of the
Watchtower at the expense of his followers may not be unintentional, ultimately, they
will assume their responsibilities when judging Jehovah and his son, wise advice that
you recommended to me, thank you Kevin.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Our Great Teacher is the one who forms the hearts of all; he examines all their works.
Knowing his creature, Jehovah evidently foresaw that no earthly organization would
be able to lead his pace without his help. So he made a plan for the accomplishment
of his purpose and used an organization capable of providing a remnant of the
faithful in the flesh (in order to live out the time he had le to spend in the flesh, no
longer for the desires of the men, but for the will of God). The Watchtower who served
as a blueprint for our God was deprived of the holy secrets (parousia of Christ) hence
the minimization of the parousia in the halls of the kingdom either willfully or out of
ignorance. (This is what comes out of a man who makes him unclean, for it is from
within men, from their hearts that evil reasoning comes: immoral sexual acts, the ,
murder, adultery, greed, acts of wickedness, deception, shameless and shameless
conduct, envy, name calling, false testimony and blasphemy). Now, the Second
Coming of Christ will serve as our "test" for the judgment of mankind.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 10 months ago
you are absolutely right Ronb60, we belong to Jehovah, our dedication is to Jehovah
and his Kingdom.
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 10 months ago
a superb verse, excellent Ronb60
4





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
What a shining example, Burt
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1455 comments

JUST IN: President Trump Pardons Paul Manafort and Roger
Stone
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Excellent, frère
1
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241 comments

Situation Update, Dec. 24th – Pence fails, options collapsing,
DECLASS priority
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Knowing what they were thinking, he told them, “A divided kingdom ends up being
destroyed, and a divided family ends up disappearing. So, if Satan fights against
himself and is divided, he cannot stand; for him, this is the end. This is my brother
where we are heading. May Jehovah Fulfill His Will On Earth As It Is In Heaven
1
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151 comments

Situation Update, Dec. 22nd – TEN feasible pathways to a Trump
VICTORY
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
You hate lying and it gives me great pleasure to support you in this "fight" against
darkness because its negative power is enormous until Jehovah fixes his time. Under
the sun, the din is growing, so let's wait patiently for the facts to come true. We will
see in a little while if Trump really gets the ball rolling. God bless you Brother Ken.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
I just supported in your fight, Ken
1
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You will hear a word behind you
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
quite logical, kevin
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Kevin thanks for this article, I will read it as soon as possible. May Jehovah bless you
and let us continue to strengthen our faith in Jehovah.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
We know that every Christian in the world needs Jehovah because Jehovah is the
father of all Christians so the Watchtower (the main organization) exploits the fear of
Christians, the feelings of every human who seeks only God and instead of them. to
encourage for the "Truth", he tyrannizes the believers with lies which must be
accepted as "Truth". the Watchtower has declared war on faith. What will Jehovah do?
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
They have claimed to be "faithful steward slave and advised on all goods" for a good
hundred years and for a few years, they retract and abandon their claims by having
excluded for a hundred years, all humble and honest people who observe or
denounce their inconsistencies with the prophecies announced by themselves. Sorry
Robert, Jehovah will judge individually according to their heart because only he
knows him.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
The answer on the question: about the boastful that Babylon the Great has no power
over her, I explain it to you in my personal words: Jehovah is our creator and of the
Universe, how can the created creature take the above on its creator. Meditate on the
chapter. I have seen all the works that are done under the sun,
and, see, it's all futile, it's like chasing the wind. Ecclesiastes 1.14
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
My opinion on the question of pure worship, a carbon copy of James "" Here is
worship which is pure and undefiled from the point of view of our God and Father: to
take care of orphans and widows in their distress, and to be careful not to not be
stained by the world. I don't think the organization practices it. God bless you Robert.
4
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
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If the reading of Isaiah would have been explained with humility and sincerity to the
faithful, the questioning of the faithful would have been understood in the same way
as we understand it. the organization is guilty and it thought of its interests first of all
exactly the opposite of Jesus' preaching to the disciples of the day.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
This article is the biggest denunciation you have ever made, your humility is
enormous and sincere. If the organization would have taken the trouble to admit its
mistakes and honestly readjust, I think many more of us would know the truth and
worship Jehovah properly.
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Indeed, Kevin, I agree with you and believe they realize that the wall is falling and that
they have misled millions of people around the world.
2
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What do the seven bowls of wrath symbolize?
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Burt, we will have a lot to develop in the future, I dare not imagine what we will
develop with our minds. For through wisdom your days will be many, and years will
be added to your life.
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Revv area and Lazio, the bible is the word of God and is spiritual and true, it is the
basis of faith. Since you love the pyramids and Egypt, I would like to prove to you that
by the bible and the history, we can demonstrate the chronological error of the
Watchtower on the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem by Jeremiah in chapter
44.30 with the word of Jehovah who delivers Jeremiah and his people to Pharaoh
Hofra or Apries (589-570 before jesus christ). In this way, we find out the lie of the
Watchtower. (607 and 587 which is also recorded in the book of the history of Israel
which I sent in a past commentary.) We must not forget that a significant number
have stumbled our brethren by this lie. proof of this lie. https://louvrebible.org/oeu....
Thus, there is nothing hidden that does not end up being exposed, and nothing
carefully kept secret that does not end up coming into the light. Mark 4.22
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
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Human foolishness will not only collaborate with Satan and demons instead of
repenting and coming back to ... Jehovah. But the rest of the humans who were not
killed by these plagues did not repent of the works of their hands; they continued to
worship demons and idols made of gold, silver, copper, stone, or wood, who cannot
see, hear, or walk. They also did not repent of their murders, their spiritualistic
practices, their immoral sexual acts, or their the s. (Revelation 9:20:21). And when
God's purpose is finished: There remains therefore a Sabbath rest for the people of
God. In fact, the man who enters God's rest also rests from his works, as God rests
from his. So let's do all we can to enter into this rest, so that no one falls down and
follows such an example of disobedience. For the word of God is living and powerful;
it is sharper than any two-edged sword and it penetrates until it divides the soul from
the spirit, and the joints from the marrow, and it is able to discern the thoughts and
intentions of the heart . (Hebrews 4. 9 to 12)
7
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2021 and the Great Reset
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
I realize Brother Ken, Jehovah will not forsake us, that's for sure.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Totally agree with you Burt, that’s why I’m making it clear that we’re waiting for this
to happen, just a quick comment. have a nice day Burt.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
In your article, Robert, you write to us that since 2001 with the bombing of the Twin
Towers, you expect a war to come soon. I noticed an amazing similarity to the bible
Jeremiah prophesied at the time, just like you the destruction of the temple. Twenty
years a er his preaching the temple was devastated. Now patience, let the tribulation
come (Burt) and light our lamps. https://louvrebible.org/oeu...
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
excellent initiative Kevin, because my memory is small too
3
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Thank you Kevin for the advice and proofreading of some of Robert's articles,
because with my little memory, it makes me feel good.
4
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
In view of the current events which are brewing in the shadows in the USA, we must
ask ourselves a question that seems important to me: Why for the first time in history,
the Davos meeting was postponed from January to the month of june. Our charming
multi-billionaires report to us in the press "the covid pandemic". Is it true .....? or is he
preparing something for us?
2





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
In the financial (satanist) world in which we live everything is reversed. When we
speak of the protection of nature it is in fact the destruction of man that is sought. In
1950 we were 2 billion people, in 2020 we are 8 billion. This is the main reason for the
big reseat. Woe to those who say good is evil and evil is good, to those who pass
darkness for light and light for darkness, to those who put bitter in place of sweet and
sweet in the place of bitter (Isaiah 5.20). For, indeed, it is right for God to return
distress to those who cause you distress (2 Thessalonians 1: 6). And all those whose
names were not written in the book of life were cast into the lake of fire (Revelation
20.15).
5
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You Will Hear a Word Behind You
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Amen, for this article brother Robert
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Modern Iceland’s climate is colder with more ice than any other
time in the last 8000 years except the 1800s
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
very very strong brother
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Cristo H • 10 months ago
Dear Christo, your approach has been honest and humble towards your leaders of the
company but unfortunately the company wants the faithful who agree to follow them
even when they are wrong and by submitting you cannot go against this. that he
teaches. Many people have faced this situation and have gone astray or continue to
live in the lies taught. Now ask and pray for Jehovah to guide you and above all stay
faithful in him because Jehovah will not forsake us.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
sometimes the translation is weird: I wrote "we are awaiting the apostasy of Mark"
and translated "we have le ..." weird, weird.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
It is evident, brother that many signs make us discern that the preaching from house
to house and in public is beautiful and well finished and we are heading towards
tribulation, we have le the apostasy that the apostle Mark announced in the At this
time, however, we have been aware of the serious internal problems of society for
decades and perhaps for Jehovah the good news has been preached as announced.
So, Brother Ken, I think the best thing for all of us is to let "the tribulation itself" as
Burt put it in a commentary on this site.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Burt, you are absolutely right, the world is not realizing the evil that is brewing or it is
fleeing the reality of the gravity of the current situation, the famous "distancing to
respect" that our leaders impose on us is only a division and estrangement from
others, the worst in this story is the spiritual damage because we have the fear of evil
spirits instead of the fear of our God Jehovah who is our Savior with his son and his
Saints. this is the real reason we will all be tested by the one who saves us. May God
give courage, strength, power and wealth of spirit, honor, glory and blessing to all
who hope and do not doubt in our Creator.
5
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Nothing can replace a face to face study, eye to eye sitting around a table and two
Bibles, questions, answers and explanations will be understood better and more
quickly, correctly when the teacher is with the student. . The zoom or the Internet
allows the material to be assimilated over a longer period and risks confusion and
misunderstanding of the scriptures. Taking my case, honestly I would never have
understood the word of God if I had not known JWs at work and started a Bible study.
Moreover, the organization in acting in this way is neglecting the elderly, illiterate
people. , disabilities and many other cases. To end my comment, the preaching
period is over and the tribulation is coming.
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The Electoral College Vote On Dec. 14 Is EXACTLY Halfway
Between The “Great American Eclipses” Of 2017 And 2024
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
excellent summary Brother Ken.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
And a voice from heaven said, “You are my Son, the beloved; you have my approval. ".
He delivered us from the power of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his
beloved Son. I did not see a temple in the city, for Jehovah * Almighty God + is his
temple, as well as the Lamb. And she does not need the sun or the moon to shine
upon her, for the glory of God shines upon her, + and her lamp is the Lamb. + And the
nations will walk under its light, + and the kings of the earth will bring their glory to it.
Its doors will not be closed at any time of the day, for there the night will not exist. +
And there will be brought the glory and honor of the nations. + But all that is unclean
and all those who act in a loathsome and deceitful manner will absolutely not be able
to enter it; + Only those whose name is written in the Lamb's scroll of life will enter it.
+




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
Impeccable and well played Cmogruder. Let no one deceive you with empty words,
for it is because of these things that the wrath of God comes upon the children of
disobedience. Keep checking out what pleases the Lord. Check all things; stick to
what is great.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
your opinion, brother strengthens my faith in Jehovah, I do not know this blog and
this is the reason why I ask you this delicate question especially as Satan is
accelerating his power and increasing his demonic hold on this poor earth . I dare not
imagine when it is banned in the heavens, the situation on this planet. The words of
the wise man's mouth attract favor, but the fool's lips bring his downfall. The first
words that come out of his mouth are stupid, and the last ones are disastrous
madness.
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
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Dear Brother Ken, can these signs that the article explains relate to the scriptures? .
We know that our faith is biblical and not "astrological". May I have your opinion,
given the state of the din on the planet.
1
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Discussion on The American Dream

If the Supreme Court sides with Trump and his allies in Texas v.
Pennsylvania, what happens next?
Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
because he was appointed by God as a high priest in the manner of Melchizedek.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
Thanks, Cmogruder. Jehovah Bless You




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
Well said, Cmogruder, you are very strong.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
The salvation of the righteous comes from Jehovah; it is their fortress in times of
distress. Jehovah will come to their aid and help them, he will deliver them from the
wicked and save them because they take refuge in him.




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
Are they already sealed? ...?




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
excellent verse




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Cmogruder • 10 months ago
Totally agree




ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > The Central Scrutinizer • 10 months ago
Belief in his name is found in John 16.19-22
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
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I like the ardor that you have for Jehovah and the love you have for righteousness, it
is my duty to encourage you, Brother Ken.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > disqus_k010101 • 10 months ago
God bless you too Disqu, for when it all happens, nothing will stop Jehovah's purpose
and we must pray, repent, and trust our righteous God.
2
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The Perversity of You Men!
Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
You are right, Burt, few people realize that without Jehovah we cannot live on earth
or in heaven, thank Jehovah for his great mercy and eternal love for his creatures
despite our infidelity (humanity) for millennia.
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
your comment really touched me, thank you Burt. Jehovah bless you
3





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Hello Kevin, faithful to the post, thank you for this good advice
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Hello Burt, what you are saying is true about understanding and openness, we are all
diﬀerent and we all understand in diﬀerent ways depending on our intellectual
ability. Our creator is the one who examines us and he is the one who forms the
hearts of all; he examines all their works.
6





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
The study of the "holy place or home of God (Ariel)" of this site allowed me to know
the truth and as the apostle John wrote to us "it sets us free". But what does "free"
mean? The apostles at one point encountered a diﬀiculty with "circumcision", the
problem was resolved between them, and no one was excluded, rebuked, or called an
apostate. The fear of Jehovah teaches wisdom, and before glory there is humility.
Proverbs 15.33.
5
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Discussion on e-Watchman

•

21 comments

The visionaries will have to be ashamed
Genco Giuseppe > Luis Meriño Vásquez • 10 months ago
The "Temple of Jehovah" will be destroyed a third time (607 BC, 70 and? Soon) and
the board with its false prophecies will be guilty of the blood of our TJ brothers and
the 42 month test will be for the world whole because the leaders did not know how
to protect the faithful as in the days when Jehovah by an angel to deliver the people
from the Assyrians. Luis, I end the commentary with two biblical verses like what
despite the infidelity of the Human being in general, Jehovah with the help of his son
and the saints will save a large part of humanity because his love for these creatures
is merciful. (Sorry in my previous comment, I forgot to include the mark of the beast
for the 42 months).
1





ViewView in discussion

Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
The "Masters" of the JW organization will succeed in predicting a third destruction of
theological buildings dedicated to Jehovah and will totally ignore the abridged
tribulation, the second coming of Jesus as well as the real destruction of the "holy
place" predicted by Jesus in the gospels by the apostles, a very sad reality a er a
good hundred years of world preaching and will therefore be le to their own devices
during the tribulation to come. Jehovah, will redeem Israel from all these sins (Psalms
130.8). Ye are my witnesses declares Jehovah, yes, my servant whom I have chosen,
so that you may know me and have faith in me, and understand that I am the same
No God was formed before me, and a er me there was not either.
2
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The Coming of Christ & the Flash Flood
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
The crown has fallen from our heads. Woe to us, for we have sinned (Ĺamentations
5.16). But you rejected us completely, your anger against us remains intense.
(Lamentations 5.22).
And that you will say: “Alas! I hated discipline! Alas, my heart despised the reproach.
(proverbs 5.12).
priests take advantage of their authority to dominate,
and my people love it so. But what will you do when the end comes? (Jeremiah 5:12)
For you know that when your faith is tested in this way, it produces endurance. But let
endurance do its work, so that you may be complete and flawless in all respects,
lacking for nothing (James 1.3,4).
1
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Discussion on The American Dream

•

1 comments

The Stage Has Been Set For An Epic Battle Between Red States
And Blue States At The Supreme Court
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
great summary, thank you
1
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If the Supreme Court sides with Trump and his allies in Texas v.
Pennsylvania, what happens next?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
truly noble words, brother Ken
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Woe to my worthless shepherd
Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 10 months ago
the scriptures tell us to check all things and you do it is already very good, as far as
organizations and policies are concerned, they are absolutely right because the
choice is diﬀerent from yours and your children realize it, it is therefore a "plus" for
you, they see the diﬀerence between you and the occult organizations. Your children
prefer your attitude and you must persevere in answering the questions they ask you,
it is up to you to progress in the word of God and you will be helped by Jehovah. A
verse of encouragement, Mark 11:24.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 10 months ago
Brother JMJ, but there is nothing carefully hidden that is not revealed, and nothing
secret that does not end up being known (Luke 12.2) we know where we are heading.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 10 months ago
Thank you JMJ for this precise information on these occult organizations. It is
obviously important to know that. These shadow organizations will disappear at the
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appointed time and this comforts me immensely and proves me even more that
Jehovah exists and in this way my faith continues to grow.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ronb60 • 10 months ago
Questioning is fundamental in a human being because the one who applies it
inevitably advances towards Jehovah because that is what Jehovah seeks. Bravo
Ronb60, this is the right path.
5
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Genco Giuseppe > Barnaby The Dog • 10 months ago
Thank you very much Burt, I hesitated a lot, thank you again
1
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Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • 10 months ago
Hello JMJ, I did not receive the link you sent me, it was surely blocked, it does not
matter because I know the Bilderberg, this organization is global it takes place once a
year in a country diﬀerent and the press is avoided and no one can approach the
scene because the police are everywhere. It is a meeting of financial and political
globalists who as Isaie says in the scriptures plot against us the little citizens of the
whole world and in general are Freemasons, in fact, she represents the "beast" in the
revelation, but let's trust in Jehovah, he hates that we do not take care of widows and
orphans, patience the judgment approaches because the scriptures warn us to watch
these events.
1
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Perhaps this is a bad thought on my part: We know that Freemasonry or the Lawless
Man is at the top of the board and needs to be well aware of the real situation in the
world and just like on this site we are seeing alarming signs that tribulation is near. As
the covid allows the removal of the T.J. siblings without any diﬀiculty through the
tyranny of world governments, will they be able to escape society in stealth or into
the bunkers at Bethel? Jehovah knows the thoughts of men, he knows that they are
but a breath. Psalm 94.11
1
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Will Christianity Survive the End of the World?
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Jehovah will scatter you among the peoples. Only a few of you will survive among the
nations to which Jehovah has led you (Deuteronomy 4:27). For this is the covenant
that I will make with the people of Israel a er those days, declares Jehovah: I will put
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my law within them and I will write it on their hearts. Yes, I will become their God, and
they will become my people.
And they will no longer teach each to his neighbor and each to his brother by saying,
“You must know Jehovah!” Because they will all know me, from the smallest to the
most important, says Jehovah. I will forgive their sin and I will no longer remember
their sin. (Jeremiah 31.33 34). Whoever attests to these things says, "Yes, I am coming
quickly." "
“Amen! Come, Lord Jesus. "
May the undeserved kindness of the Lord Jesus be with the saints (Revelation
22.20,21)
1
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The Strong City of Salvation
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
Thank you for these wonderful verses. If my friend speaks to me of these magnificent
verses, I will answer him: Say to them: “As true as I am alive, declares the Sovereign
Lord Jehovah, the death of a wicked one never pleases me; + + I prefer that the
wicked one change his behavior + and stay alive. + Come back and give up your bad
behavior +! Indeed, why should you die, O people of Israel (Ezekiel 33.11) For the
Jews I have become like a Jew, + in order to gain Jews; + for those who are under the
Law, I have become as if I am under the Law - while I myself am not under the Law - in
order to win over those who are under the Law. + 21 For those who are lawless, I have
become as if I am lawless - although I am not lawless as far as God is concerned, but
under the law as far as Christ is concerned (1 Corinthians 20,21). For if anyone is
ashamed of me and of my words, the Son of man will also be ashamed of him when
he comes in his own glory and in that of the Father and of the holy angels. + But really
I tell you, some of those who are here will not taste death until they see the kingdom
of God first. + "(Luke 9:26, 27)
4
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
We talked to my friend about preaching and he said "we love our neighbor, we think
of others".
2
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
it is true that our TJ brothers expect to be the Bethel of the earth a er the 3rd coming
of Jesus but we recognize their merits during the long period of preaching the word
of God. Now the expected test for all mankind is approaching with the second coming
of Jesus. Let us encourage each other because as the scriptures predict. "Wherever
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you dwell, the cities will be devastated, + and the high places will be demolished and
will remain desolate. Your altars will be demolished, yes shattered, your disgusting
idols will be destroyed, your incense altars will be brought down and all that you have
made will be blotted out. The slain will fall among you, and you will truly know that I
am Jehovah Ezekiel 6,6,7, we have been warned.
4
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Genco Giuseppe > Bonnie Russell • 10 months ago
We all have diﬀicult times, emotional, material and physical, but against faith nothing
stands, much less when you know the truth and the final outcome that Jehovah will
accomplish for all of his creation, be it heaven or earth, n 'let us never forget death
will be gone forever, this is the goal of Jehovah and his Kingdom Courage sisters and
brothers, Jehovah's day is at hand
6
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‘Look! This Is Our God…This Is Jehovah’
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
an excellent vision of a chapter of Isaiah which also refers to the present times,
Jehovah will accomplish his purpose and as the Lord Jesus tells us: I will deliver you
from this people and from the nations, to whom I send you to open to them eyes, to
turn them from darkness to light and from the power of Satan to God, so that they
may receive forgiveness of sins and an inheritance among those who are sanctified by
their faith in me. ”
Acts 26.17,18
1
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Retired 3-star General McInerney calls for President Trump to
invoke Insurrection Act, suspend Habeas Corpus, declare…
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Dear brother Ken, we know the foreigners who really occupy the earth, soon Jehovah,
his king and his sons will put an end to this illegal earthly occupation so patience,
they will be guilty of blood. Let us allow justice to be done in due time because it is
great and mercy
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
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Thanks Muldoon, our information is diﬀerent on this side of the planet because they
say there is no fraud and blame Trump and put Biden (puppet in a suit) in the White
House. Everything is therefore preparing for the tribulation which in my opinion will
be devastating and short because the conditions are diﬀerent from the ancient times
and we can see it clearly because they are preparing us for the dictatorship by taking
advantage of the Covid (which exists because my brother-in-law and a of my brothers
TJ died in infancy) as a blanket for the downturn in the economy and the reset
scheduled for the year 2021. Pray that Jehovah and his son will help us during this
decisive time for the humanity doomed to destruction.
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Muldoon do you think Trump will succeed ..?
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What about Judge Rutherford?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Vous détestez l’injustice, tout simplement
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
you are too good, you do not like injustice and you love Jehovah more than anything
but it is Jehovah the judge and his son, let us repent of the evil that we do even
without realizing it because we too will be judged in spite of our faith, let us take our
troubles patiently and let our judges do it. God bless you Muldoon
1
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Voter Group in Georgia Has Identified More than 50,000 Illegal
Votes - Enough Votes to Move Georgia to Trump Column
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
Muldoon, my comment on the general was blocked, I don't know if you're going to get
it. I wrote about the rigged election and the bogus president you're going to have in
2021.
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A er This New Wave Of Lockdowns, Most People Will Accept Any
“Solution” Because They Will Be So Desperate
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
To finalize the hard work of the globalists, I rather expect a third wave between the
start of the reign of the puppet Biden which may open a fireworks display in the
Middle East and the reset scheduled for the month of June.
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America’s Pride In The Economy Is About To Be Greatly Shaken As
Tens Of Millions Face Eviction In 2021
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • 10 months ago
father of fatherless children, protector of widows, such is God in his holy dwelling
(Psalms 69.5)
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Be dressed and ready and have your lamps burning
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • 10 months ago
An article I hadn't read. Thank you Kevin
2
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Aaron will cause the lamps in front of * the curtain of the Testimony in the Tent of
Meeting to rema6in lit night until morning before Jehovah at all times. It is a
permanent law from generation to generation. Also, do not grieve * the holy spirit of
God, with which you have been sealed for a day of ransom liberation. You are lighting
my lamp, O Jehovah my God who lights up my darkness.
Leviticus 24.3, Ephesians 4.30, Psalm 18.28.
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Astonishing Desolation to Come
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
When they are faced with a fait accompli, there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth
for having interpreted the scriptures in their favor. Jehovah will judge hearts
individually. Ecclesiastes 3:17
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Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Aaron will cause the lamps in front of * the curtain of the Testimony in the Tent of
Meeting to remain lit night until morning before Jehovah at all times. It is a
permanent law from generation to generation. Also, do not grieve * the holy spirit of
God, with which you have been sealed for a day of ransom liberation. You are lighting
my lamp, O Jehovah my God who lights up my darkness.
Leviticus 24.3, Ephesians 4.30, Psalm 18.28.
1
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We Haven’t Seen This Much Su ering On Thanksgiving Since The
Great Depression Of The 1930s
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
I have no words wicked enough for this "class of demonic prophets" who have made
the earth a hellish paradise, eager for justice to begin.
1
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Iran's leader calls for the 'definitive punishment' of those behind
nuclear scientist's killing
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
Looks like they are in a hurry the Democrats, Biden is not yet president and already
demonic Israel is already on the way, are we going to end the year and the start of the
year by starting the war on the trump back
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The Pronouncement of Tyre
Genco Giuseppe • 10 months ago
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In your article, you say “it is obvious that the big financials represent the AngloAmerican part of our time.” When you discuss this with a brother TJ, it is not at all
obvious because the organization teaches them that he is Russia, the king of the
north, and the worst part is that he laughs at you. No, Robert you were very insightful
and well inspired. I cannot thank you enough for finding your site and frankly thank
you. Now, on my side, I will do my best to bring this knowledge which you are
learning in a superb way. John 8.32 And you will know the truth, the truth will set you
free.
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The City of Tearing Down
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
It's absolutely true, here in France and Belgium, Biden already has the White House
with his tyrants before the date. Maybe Jehovah has decided ......
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Revv_zone • a year ago
One of the possible solutions Revv zone is the "repentance" but unfortunately a
utopia for the kind of people who run and dominate this global society. For
encouragement, read Peter's second letter, chapter 3 and be patient.
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an excellent historical summary of Christianity and the money changers of our time
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Lessons on Unfaithfulness
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
Ezechiel 21.26: This is what the Sovereign Lord Jehovah says: “Take oﬀ the turban
and take oﬀ the crown. Things will change. Raise up the low and lower the high.
Psalm 75: 7: For it is God who is judge. He lowers one and li s the other
6
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The Valley of the Vision
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
Certainly the Watchtower will never reverse the illusion of 1914 and will ultimately be
responsible for the blood of its disciples during the coming great tribulation because
like Zechariah 13.3 and Jeremiah 14.13 to 15 write on the seriousness of the lie in the
name of Jehovah, Jeremiah in verse 14 specifies ^ a divination without value or
earthly organization "and as the article indicates it as well as the word of God" they
will die "
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
a possible future achievement, we'll see, thank you Muldoon
1
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Muldoon, biblically you think the king of the south is going to win and reign for a
limited period or we will have the final push from the king of the north who will start
civil war and prepare for world war therea er. What is your opinion?
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Upon the Watchtower, O Jehovah, I am Standing
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
For the love of his creatures Jehovah will save mankind from their sins. To achieve
this goal, he will use the "lawless man" who flaunts "in God's earthly organization
and annihilate a significant number of humble hardworking Christians who have
dedicated their lives to Jehovah. We understand justice much better. that Jehovah
will apply according to the prophet Isaiah 14 - 12 to 27 "Here you fall a shining star
........
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News Blackout
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
It looks like we are heading straight for a "nation against nation" or "king of the south
against king of the north" fulfillment with little by little tribulation in fulfillment, nice
article Robert
1
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Discussion on e-Watchman
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What is the Great Tribulation and Holy Place?
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Excellent, Muldoon
1
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A Gi Will Be Brought to Jehovah
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
The love we are to have for Jehovah and Jesus is that gi that God will receive from
his Saints in the final battle before Armageddon and as he quietly looks on his
established place like dazzling warmth with light, like the dew cloud in the heat of the
harvest, he shows us that his confidence in humanity is evident. It's up to us to do
everything possible to please our creator.
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Doom of the American Republic
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
D'Orlov's book, Dhttps: //www.institut momentum.org/cinq-stades-de... tells us that
five stages are necessary for a collapse of civilization, but we who believe in God, we
have further certainty that this event will unfold according to Jehovah's will, so we
must; to repent, to arm us with patience and endurance in the faith for he will not
delay and will come like a thief in the night. Thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven.
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Earthling man will look up to his Maker
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
When I started learning knowledge with a brother TJ, I remember asking him a very
simple question: "If Satan is taken out of the world, there will be no more evil spirit,
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there will be no more bad ones. people on earth, we will all do good. So why does
God not do it? Now and many years a er asking this question, this is about to come to
pass. So let us have courage brothers and sisters in meditating on chapter 24 of acts
and verse 15 and 16
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Luis Meriño Vásquez • a year ago
Wise words, Luis, but only Jehovah's judgment is right, we will have to accept it.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Une petite lecture
https://alt-market.us/get-r...
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Patience brother, if Jehovah has not turned on his watch, there must be some reason
we do not know, trust him, he will not delay, he has written it to us.
3
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The clock is ticking – here is why all election controversies must
be resolved in less than a month…
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
so true Muldoon
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
dear brother, does your confirmation about voter fraud prepare us for end-time
conflict? May God bless you and pray that he will help us in these diﬀicult times for
humanity. Jehovah's purpose will come true, we have no doubts.
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Muldoon, in Europe all the media pushed Biden and shouted the victory of Biden, we
suspect very well that the fraud won Biden. How do you see this story in the United
States?
2
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Kingdom Bulletin #17 – You have burned down the vineyard
Genco Giuseppe > Mick Hewitt • a year ago
his answer in Ezekiel chapter 6 verse 7
2
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Genco Giuseppe > J.M.J. • a year ago
nice words, J.M.J
2
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I owe my knowledge of the scriptures to two T.J. brothers with whom I have worked
for over twenty years, and I thank Jehovah for giving me this opportunity. I cannot
therefore in any case allow myself to criticize them in the field of preaching, on the
other hand at the level of the writings, I can allow myself to be critical because thanks
to the internet, we can better defend ourselves vis a vis people without scruples that
lead brave, honest, and humble people into false beliefs through mere manipulation
of the mind, and so I can better understand why Jehovah will give a large crowd a
second chance for a thousand years. Jehovah is truly of immense mercy and love for
these creatures because Satan or the adversary of God will allow him through his sins
to recognize his own in a world where sin is king.
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Why the reelection of Trump will destroy America
Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Thanks Muldoon, my clock is on time
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • a year ago
OK, kevin, if I find an article on this topic, I will send it to you, I promise
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • a year ago
kevin, I'm sorry but I didn't read another article, I just asked Muldoon this question
and he answered me
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • a year ago
Thanks, Kevin you're a sweetie, but last night while browsing the mailbag I read the
article and as usual Robert put the answer very well. Thank you again Kevin.
2
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Thank you very much brother, I will re-read this article
3
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Muldoon, a little question, might be silly but I take the risk at worst you can enlighten
me dear brother, in the 6 chapter of the apocalypse verse 1 and 2 I guess the winner of
the election will be the rider white with its bow and crown. What do you think ?
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
Merci Muldoon, j’écoute, j’apprends, j’analyse et je suis le groupe qui me paraît
correct tout en demandant à Jéhovah et son fils de m’aider et surtout d’aider une
grande multitude qui ne connaît pas Jéhovah. Tout cela m’a conduit vers ce site et je
continue à faire confiance à Jéhovah, encore merci à vous tous.
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Genco Giuseppe > Guest • a year ago
Very nice words and great humility, Brother Burt
1
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
if Trump wins he will try to indict those who attempted the coup and that will hold up
a bit longer, but if it's Biden it could go very quickly to put the downfall of the
economy on the presidency of Trump and if this is the case we enter the beginning of
the prophecy of Daniel 8. 23 to 27 because one can suspect that the tribulation to
begin at the beginning of the covid because I think of "nation against nation" that is
to say all the civil demonstrations in multiple countries of the world since the final
goal of the beast directs us towards the world order and especially that all the
religions are stopped or limited in the world (constant characteristics) thus to be held
ready and to follow the events carefully.
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Genco Giuseppe > Ken Muldoon55 • a year ago
a completely true comment
3
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Jehovah’s Counsel Against All The Earth
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
An impressive and gripping article, thank you
1
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The Coming Rise & Fall of Babylon
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
Proverb 22.20 "Have I not already written to you, given advice and knowledge. Thank
you Robert
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Look! God is my salvation
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
In fact, Brother Robert, the message you and the prophets want to convey to us is that
Jehovah's salvation will not be acquired until the end of the test or when the saints
have testified to God through their faithfulness to God. dead to and not thanks to any
earthly organization.
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Only a remnant will return to the Mighty God
Genco Giuseppe > Bklyn Kevin • a year ago
OK, thank you Kevin let's be patient and love Jehovah God for his love, justice,
wisdom, power, glory, and immense mercy. (hope your satellite problems will be
fixed)
1
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a little question we know a remnant will represent God, in the final test before
Jehovah's appointed time and his Kingdom with Jesus Christ. What will be the reward
of all the prophets who predicted, were killed and participated in the advent of the
first coming of Christ are you talking about in the scriptures?
1
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Why the reelection of Trump will destroy America
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Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
Whoever wins this election, he will make Jehovah's purpose a reality because in a
short time the indignation will end and cause its destruction (Isaiah 10:25)
4
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British Prime Minister says England will enter into second lock
down
Genco Giuseppe • a year ago
My translation is a little weird what I wanted to make understood, we could have
demonstrations on the part of English civilians as in other European countries
because of the possible confinement in England
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